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ABSTRACT

A numedcaimodelhasbeendevelopedtodescribethethermallyinduced

behaviorof a liquidlayer of hydrogenIsotopesInside a sphericalInertial

ConfinementFusion(ICF) target and to calculatethe far-fieldtemperature

gradientwhichwillsustaina uniformliquidlayer. This methodis muchfaster

thanthetflal-and-errormethodpreviouslyemployed.The governingequations

are the equationsofcontinuity,momentum,energy,massdiffusion-convection,

and conservationof the individualisotopicspecies. Ordinaryand thermal

diffusionequationsforthediffusionof fluxesofthespeciesare included.These

coupled equationsare solved by a finite-differencemethodusing upwind

schemes,vadable mesh, and dgorousboundaryconditions. The solution

methodologyuniqueto thepresentproblemisdiscussedindetail. Inparticular,

the significanceof the surface tensiongradientdriven flows (also called

Marangoni flows)in forming un!form liquid layers inside ICF targets is

demonstrated.Usingthetheoreticalmodel,thevaluesofthe externallyapplied

thermalgradientsthat give riseto uniformliquidlayersof hydrogeninsidea

cryogenicspherical-shellICF target are calculated,and the resultscompared

withtheexistingexperimentaldata.
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NOMENCLATURE

Exceptwhereotherwisenoted,the followingnotationswillbe used.

a = vaporbubbleradius

A, B - coefficientsinthe definitionof pure-component
surfacetension

b - SGS inner radius

c - SGS outerradius

Cl, c2, c3 = coefficientsinthe energyequation

cpi - specificheatsof individualcomponents

_p = mean specificheat

C = numberof components

d = outer radiusof heliumregion

D1to Ds = coefficientsinthe discretizedgoverningequations

D_ = thermaldiffusioncoefficients

Dij -. multicomponentdiffusioncoefficients

= energy flux

F = degrees of freedom

Fz = totalupwardforceon thevapor bubble

g = accelerationdue to gravity

hi - enthalpyof the individualspeciesin liquidand vapor

k = thermalconductivity

Lel to Le4 = Lewisnumbers

Mr, Mv = mean molecularweightsof liquidand vapor

M1, M2, M3 -- component molecularweights

MaT = thermal Marangoninumber

X



Mac1,Mac= = concentrationMarangoninumbers

. massflux

p. - pressure

P . numberof phases

Pr = Prandtlnumber

Q . genedcquantity

r . radialcoordinate

SGS . SphericalGlassShell

TDN1, TDN2 - ThermalDiffusionNumbers

T . temperaturein KeMn

Tm - meantemperatureof the target in Kelvin

u . radialvelocity

v . tangentialvelocity

= totalvelocityvector,U6r + V&o

Xl, X2,X3 == molefractions

x, y, z - Cartesiancoordinates

Greek symbols

oc = thermaldiffusivity

OCT - thermaldiffusionratioinvapor

- meshexpansionratio

1' - surfacetension

Aq - nondimensionalradialmeshsize

e - angularcoordinate,angle

q = nondimensionalradialcoordinate

I_ . dynamicviscosity

xi



= kinematicviscosity

p ,= density

- shear stress

. streamfunction

o)1,(02,o_ - massfractions

o) - relaxationparameter

Q = modifiedvortic_

Subscripts

1,2, 3 . components1,2 and3

C1, C2 = concentrationMarangoninumbersdue to components I

and2

h = helium

i ,. i-th node inthe radialdirection,i-thcomponentor fluid

j . j-th nodeinthe tangentialdirection

t = liquid

m - meanvalue

r = radialdirection

s = solid,SGS

sl, s2, s3 = saturationpressures

t = totalpressure

T = thermalMarangoninumber

v = vapor

z = upwardverticaldirection

-- = far-field,outersurfaceof the heliumregion

xii



Superscripts

' " = firstand secondderivatives
|

k . k-th iteration

T - thermaldiffusion
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

As population increases, demands for energy - particularly electrical

energy - will also increase. Because reservesof fossil fuel are limited,society

cannot continue to rely on this traditionalenergy source. Even if fossil fuels

existed in abundance, their continued use would severely pollute the

environment. Nonfossilfuel energy sourcessuch as water power, solar heat,

geothermal energy, and wind power offer alternative sources of electricity.

However,they can be consideredas secondarypowersourcesonly becauseof

their intrinsiclimitations.While nuclear fissionenergy is reliab;_ and relatively

inexpensive, it shouldnot be consideredthe sole energy source for the future.

As the resourcesof fossilfuels and fissile materialare depleted, other potential

fuel resourceswillbe requiredto meetthe evergrowingdemandsfor energy.

Nuclear fusion has been regardedas the most promisingchoice for the

futureenergysource. While fusionfuel is not inexhaustible,it is abundant. This

form of energy is released when two lightnucleiare broughttogether to form a

heavier nucleus. Nuclearfusionis possibleonlyat very hightemperatures. Such

temperatures are maintained continuouslyin the stars, and fusion reactions

accountforthe majorityof energiesradiatedintospace. They are brieflyattained

inthe hydrogenbomb,1 triggeredby the initialexplosionof a fissionbomb.

One of the major problemsin controllingnuclearfusion is how to handle

the super hotfusionfuel. The temperatureof the fuel mustbe highbecausethe

reactionrate of fusionfuel, in general, willnot be significantuntilits temperature

reaches107 K (about 1 keV). For instance, the deuterium-tritium(D-T) reaction,



whichhasthe highestreactionrateamongall of the fusionfuels,willnotbe at the

peak leveluntilitstemperaturereaches7 x 108 K (about60 keV).2

Two approaches have been adopted to confine such high-temperature

fuel. The firstapproachis basedon magneticconfinementof the plasma. Under

the action of an externalmagneticfield,the nucleiinthe deuterium-tritiummixture

are directed into helical paths around the magnetic lines of force and are

confined. The second approach is inertial confinement in which fuel is

compressedand confinedbythe inertiaof matter. The goal isto reacha pointat

whichthe releasedfusionenergy isgreaterthan or equalto the energyneeded to

start the reaction. This criticalpoint is proportionalto the productof the density

and confinementtimeof the fuel at a giventemperature,and was firstderivedby

Lawson.3 For a fuel containingD-T, the product is about 1014 ions/cm3 at a

temperatureof 10 keV.4

In inertial confinementfusion(ICF), the fusionfuel is put insidea spherical

shell (called a target), whichis illuminatedby energetic laser or ion beams from

all directions. The outer portionof the target is then heated up and blasted off,

end the fuel in the middle of the target is compressedaccordingto Newton's

laws. While the fuel at the center is compressed and raised to high

temperatures, a series of fusion reactions take place. A sudden release of a

large amount of energy at the center of the target then fomes the target to

explode. After the target is disintegrated,the fusion reactionis also stopped.

The confinementtime inthiscase isthereforeveryshort;itstypicalvalue is about

10-lo second. Because of this limitationin the confinementtime, the fuel has to

be compressedto highdensityin order to havea high fusionyield, and to reach

or exceedthe criticalpointderivedby Lawson.
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It hasbeen theoreticallydeterminedthat a higher-densitycompressioncan

be achieved if the D-T is inthe condensedstate ratherthan the gaseousstate of

roomtemperature,s Additionalstudieshaveshownthat indeedthe fusionyieldis

enhanced when spherical microshellscontaining uniform cryogenic layers of

fusionfuel are used.H For this reason,the fusionfuel target typicallytakesthe

formof a thin,sphericallysymmetriccoatingof liquidonthe insideof a microshell

whichis cooled tillthe D-T condenses.

The remainingquestionis how to fabricate such a high-gaintarget. The

formationof simplecryogenictargetswhich are sphericalglass or plasticshells

containinga uniformlayer of fusion fuel has been experimentallystudied.9"1s

Thin uniformlayers of fusionfuel can be formed by a rapid isothermal refreeze

technique;11,12but uniformlythick layersof fuel cannotbe easily formeddue to

the gravity-inducedsaggingof the liquidlayerduringthe freezing period. Hence,

the key issue here is to finda methodto create and maintainthick uniformliquid

layersinsidea sphericalmicroshell.

The basicphysicalissuesof the uniformliquidlayer formationinsidethe

microshellsare as follows. The liquidlayer of hydrogenisotopesinsidethe ICF

target completely covers the target interior due to its excellent wetting

characteristics.The equilibriumprofileof the liquidlayer is nonuniformbecause

of the sagging of the liquiddue to its weight. The liquidlayer inside the target

coexistswith its vaporat the cryogenictemperatureof interest. The formationof

a liquidlayer in dynamic situationscan be analyzed by modelingthe motionof

the vapor bubble insidethe finite-thicknessliquidlayer which itself is contained

withinthe sphericalICF target.

The earliestanalysisof motionof gas bubbles,or in general, a fluidsphere

in an isothermal liquid bath was done independently by Rybczinski and



Hadamard.19,2oMore recently, Haberman and Sayre21studiedthe effect of the

containerwall onthe bubblemotionforthe particularcase in whicha fluidsphere

is initiallyat a positionconcentricwitha spherical-shellcontainer. Furtherstudies

and comparisonwith experiments pertaining to the motionof fluid spheres in

infinitemediumare reported in Refs. 22-25. A thermalgradientin the liquidhas

been shownto inducean interfacialtensiongradienton the gas bubblesurface,

and the resulting bubble motion has been theoretically and experimentally

studiedby Young,Goldstein,and Block26fora bubblein an infinitemedium. The

presenceof impuritiesandthe motionof bubblesinside liquiddropletshas been

investigated in Ref. 27. The relevant problem of the motion of the bubble

contained by successivelayersof liquidand uniformspherical shelland subject

to external thermal gradient has been reported in Refs. 28-30. Therein, the

velocity of the pure-component bubble at the center of the target due to

impositionof a vertical linear thermal gradienton the target has been derived

analyticallyusing a low Reynolds number model; hence, the thermal gradient

that makes the velocityof the concentricbubblezero and holdsit stationarycan

be estimated.29

The physical mechanism underlying the formation of a uniform layer,

owingto the external thermalgradienton the target, is the combinedeffect of the

induced surface-tension gradients and the mass transfer due to the phase

change at the liquid-vaporinterface. The surface tension at the liquid-vapor

interface is temperatureand compositiondependent, and the temperature and

concentrationgradients induced at the liquid-vaporinterface result in surface-

tensiongradients. The presence of the concentrationgradientalong the liquid-

vapor interface is due to the tendency of the components to separate into

differinglevels aroundthe mean oncethere are thermal and pressuregradients

4



alongthe interface. The surface-tension-generatedflowsare normallyreferredto

as capillaryflows. Dependinguponthe dominanceof the temperature-gradient-

induced or the concentration-gradient-inducedsurface-tensiongradients, the

flows can be referred to, respectively, as thermocapillary flows or as

concentrationflows. The capillaryflowsare also referredto as Marangoniflows.

With reference to ICF target research, it is required to model the

multicomponenthydrogenisotopicfluidsinsidethe target. Though effortsinthat

direction have been partially attempted in Refs. 28-30, a complete analytical

solution of the multicomponentsystem has been stymied by the necessityto

solve the fully nonlinear diffusion-convectionequations, including the body

forces,whichcan be accomplishedonlynumerically.The fundamentalequations

for incompressib!eflow of a Newtonian fluid with constant properties are the

• momentum equations (Navier-Stokes) and the continuity equation. These

equationsare wdtten in th,.,primitivevariablesof velocitycomponents,pressure

and the fluid propertiesof massdensity and kinematicviscosity. Althoughit is

possibleto obtain numericalsolutionsfromthese equations,the vorticity-stream

function approach has been used in this work. A finite difference scheme is

employed to solve the resulting equations. Chapter 2 details the basic

assumptions,constraints,and the boundary conditions. The mesh geometry,

discretizationprocedureand general iterationscheme are discussedin Chapter

3. Chapter 4. discussesthe resultsof the computationsusingthe model. The

summaryand the concludingremarksare presentedin Chapter5. Derivationsof

someof the importantrelationscan be foundinthe appendices.

5



CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL MODEL

Because of the extremely good wetting capability of liquid hydrogen

Isotopesand the small size of the target, a spherical-shellICF target containing

hydrogenisotopeswillhave its innersurfacecompletelycovered with a layer of

liquidhydrogen,when it is cooledbelowthe liquefactionpoint. In an isothermal

situation,the resultantliquidlayer is not uniform,butthickerat the bottomdue to

gravity-inducedsagging, in a nonisothermalsituation,the resultantliquid-layer

configurationdepends on whether the ICF target contains a single hydrogen

isotope(single-component)or a mixtureof hydrogenisotopes(multicomponent).

Previousexperimentshave shownthat a verticaltemperaturegradientcan

create a uniformliquidlayer insidean ICF target.Is,31-34 Several models have

been developedthat try to quantitativelydescribehow a nonuniformtemperature

field affects liquid hydrogen inside a spherical microshell.17,3s Analytical

expressions for the temperature gradient required to form a uniform liquid

hydrogenisotopelayer insidea spherical-shellICF target have been derivedfor

targets containing single-componentlayers.3s In their paper, Mok et al.2s

calculatedthe valuesof the temperaturegradientnecessaryto formand maintain

a uniformliquid layer. Two modelswere analyzed. In the first, Model I, it was

assumed that the liquid hydrogen surface-tensiongradient is the only effect

caused by the temperaturegradient. Model II is an extension of Model I and

includesmasstransferdue to evaporationandcondensation. These two models

are fortargetscontainingsingle-componentlayers.

Temperaturegradienteffects in a targetcontaininga mixture of hydrogen

isotopes are quite different from those for a single-componenttarget due to

6



component separation. For targets containing multicomponent layers, an

analyticalexpressionis notpossibledue to the nonlinearityof the calculations.A

model has been developeddescdbingthe behaviorof _ two-componenttarget.3s

This model includesthe effectsof the temperature-inducedliquid-vaporinterfacial

tension gradient, which is common to both the single-component and

multicomponentliquidlayers andthe concentration-inducedtensiongradientdue

to componentseparation,whichis exclusivelyfor multicomponentliquidlayers.

To studythe equilibriumof the ternarymixturevapor bubbleat the center

of the ICF target, one has to consider the coupled equations of energy,

momentum,and mass diffusion-convectionin a multiregionconfiguration. To

compare the experimentaldata withthe theoreticalprediction,the extedor region

of the stationary heliumenvelope isalso includedinthe analysis. The concentric

sphericalsystemconsidered in the analysis is shown in Figure 2.1. The basic

assumptions,the governingequations,and the associatedboundary conditions

are discussed,respectively,in Sections2.1,2.2, and 2.3. The conditionof force

balanceonthe concentricvaporbubbleis formulatedin Section 2.4.

2.1 BasicAssumptions

The governing equations are highly nonlinear and coupled. Some

assumptionshave to be made to solvethe problemefficiently.The assumptions

are made in such a way that they do not Introduce large errors into the

calculation. Therefore, they should not change the resultsbeyond a spedfied

limit, which depends on the problem and the accuracy desired. Thus the

assumptionsare made only when the errors resultingfrom them are negligible

and the calculationbecomessimplified. Care is taken to make assumptionsthat

7



BOTTOM

Figure 2.1 Geometry of the spherical ICF target and the enclosinghelium
regionusedinnumericalcomputations.
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do notgive cumulativeerrors.The assumptionsadoptedfor the presentproblem

are as follows:

(i) The flow field can be consideredto be azimuthally symmetric about the

verticalcenter lineowingto the impositionof the extemalthermalgradient

symmetricallyabout the vertical center line. This assumptioneliminates

the need for the azimuthal coordinate,and hence r and e are the only

coordinate variables. The angularcoordinate is measured from the top
I

vertical in the clockwise direction. It is enough to consider the region

0 _;e < x, becauseof azimuthalsymmetry.

(ii) It is assumedthat the liquid-be_,dngspherical ICF target is cooled by an

envelopeof quiescentheliumgas and thatthe heattransportin this region

is predominantlyby conduction. Convection would greatly disrupt the

linear temperaturegradientand preventthe formationof a uniformliquid

layerinthe target. Convectionwilloccurwhenthe Rayleighnumberof the

heliumgas columnis largerthansomecdticalvalue. The criticalvalue for

a column bounded by two infinite horizontal planes is 1700.3s For a

closedverticalcylinder,the criticalvalue is 4300.37

(iii) An ICF target distorts the temperature gradient, because the thermal

conductivityof the glass wall is much higherthan that of the heliumgas.

The isotherms in the exchange gas curve around the target. The

isothermsbecomemore evenlyspacedand more horizontalfartheraway

from the target. When the heliumgas columnis 3 to 5 times the target

radius,the isothermsare virtuallyhorizontal.Therefore,the extemal linear

temperaturegradientis imposedonthe heliumenvelopeat a radiusof 3 to

5 times the target radius.



(iv) The final configurationisthat of a uniformlayer of liquidthat is concen_.dc

inside the spherical ICF target. Therefore, the liquidlayer is assumed to

be uniformat anytdal temperaturegradientonthe targetand the bubbleis

assumedto be stationary.

(v) The fluidsare assumedto be incompressible,andthe flowsare assumed

to be nondissipativeand azimuthallysymmetdc.

(vi) The multicomponent mixtureinsidethe ICF target is assumed ideal.

(vii) The temperature gradient does not appreciably change the

thermodynamicand transportproperties, namely, the density,viscosity,

thermal conductivityand diffusioncoefficients,which are defined at the

average target temperature. The averagetarget temperatureis neadythe

temperaturefoundat the equator.

(viii) It is assumed that the total local surface tension is the mole-fraction-

weighted average of the pure-component surface tensions since the

hydrogenmixtureis essentiallyideal.

(ix) The velocityof the fluid is zero at the liquid-SGSinterface, as the shell of

the target is impermeableand is assumedto be stationary.

(x) The vapor pressureat the vapor-liquidinterfaceis assumedto be initially

knownat anytdal iteration.

(xi) Since the conductiveheat fluxin the vaporat the vapor-liquidinterfaceis

much smaller than the conductive heat flux in the liquid,the vapor-liquid

interfaceis consideredas a boundaryin the energy equation. Therefore,

the boundaryconditionon temperatureis imposedat this interface.

(xli) The massfractionof onecomponent inthe liquidis assumedto be initially

known, in addition to the pressure and temperature, for the ternary

system.

10



The thermodynamic state of the fluid at the vapor-liquid is uniquely

determinedbythe lastthreeassumptions.The necessityof theseassumptionsis

demonstratedinSection2.3.5.2 by invokingthe Gibb'sphaserule.

2.2 GoverningEquations

The liquidandvaporare consideredto be incompressible,and the thermal

conductivities, viscosities, and diffusion coefficients are considered to be

constant in both phases. The effects of the thermal diffusion and viscous

dissipationare considerednegligible. Thus, the incompressible,nondissipative,

constant property forms of the continuity,momentum, energy, and the mass

diffusion-convectionequationsare consideredin the liquidand vapor including

the nonlinearconvectionterms. In the shellof the ICF target and/orthe helium

region,onlythe Laplacianformofthe energyequationhasto be considered.

The fundamentalequationsfor incompressibleflow of a Newtonianfluid

withconstantpropertiesinsphericalgeometryare the continuityequation

_'o_ = 0 (2.1)

and the momentumequation

9.V_ ,, g. VP" --+ _V=_ (2.2)
P

where p, t) and _ are, respectively,the density, kinematic viscosity,and the

velocityofthe fluids,and P isthe pressurein the fluids.

11



It can be shownthatthe energyequationfor the temarysystemis

" r±pSp0.v'r', kV2T.pd'__..O,lcCVcoj.V'l',cl_:)_ VT.VT (2.3)

where cr_'sare the specificheats of individualcomponentsand Ep is the mass-

fraction-weightedaverage of the componentspecificheats. The energyequation

for the binaryand unary systemscan be obtainedas specialcases of the above

equation. The derivationof the energyequationcan be found in Ref. 38 and is

also shownin AppendixA.

The steady-statemass diffusion-convectionequationin a ternary system

for componenti is

pV. V'_a . p_..DuV'2(oj+ D _'=T--_-. •V'I" . (2.4)j-1

Here, the Dij'sare the multicomponentdiffusioncoefficients. This reducesto the

correspondingequation of the binary system if one considersonlyone equation

and dropsthe second Laplacianterm fromthe fight-handside. The derivationof

the mass diffusion-convectionequation can be found in Ref. 38 and is also

shownin AppendixB.

These continuityand momentumequations are written in the primitive

variables of velocity components, pressure and the fluid properties of mass

density and kinematic viscosity. Although it is possible to obtain numerical

solutionsfromthese equations,the vorticityand streamfunctionare used as the

newvariablesof the flowfield. The vectorvorticitytransportequationis givenby

12



(2.m

The derivationof the vorticitytransportequationis showninAppendixC.

The vorticityis relatedto the velocityas

_=VxO. (2.6)

In 3phedcalcoordinatesthisgives

- Iav l o_u v_+ (2.7)_e,= _ r_+rj

i.e., the vorticityis perpendicularto the planeof flow.

The modifiedvorticityQ is usedand is chosensuchthat r,is definiteat the

centerof the bubble. The modifiedvorticityis definedas

Qe+= _ r + e+ (2.8)

Also used is the streamfunction• which is relatedto the componentsof velocity

as

1 _ v = I _ (2.9)
u = r=sine_' "rsine o_r

The basic variables which are the radius r, temperature T, modified

vorticity _, stream function _, radial velocity u, tangential velocity v, mass

13



fraction of the component 1 in either phase col and mass fraction of the

component2 in eitherphase o>2are nondimensionalizedas follows:

r, (T- Tin) au av_=- f= , o=--, o.--,
a Tm o_ a

a.Q . .._ (2.10)_ =-.--, ¥=

a, = (=,-=,_),_, = (=,-=,_)
Ir.01m 0,)2m

where the nondimensional quantitiesare indicatedby the tilde;a is the radiusat

the vapor-liquidinterface; ¢zis the thermaldiffusivityof either phase; Tmis the

average temperature; ¢Olm, andm2m are, respectively, the mass fraction of

component 1 in either phase, and the mass fraction of component 2 in either

phasefor a givenaveragetarget temperature.

Thus the governing equationsin nondimensionalform in the liquidand

vaporregionsare

+... == tane o_0 si_011

_--"__'_'_-_-Ttane_,) =
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, +,'o+,+, +C+'r'_,++,>, +,+,+_+"_,,T1sine

/i +TDN,9. O-r

1

and i+ne++11= _ + 11sine ae =

+TDN=_, (I___T0_.1 . (2.15)

The above equations are respectively for the vorticity, stream function,

temperature,mass fraction1. and massfraction2. where Pr = _>/o¢is the Prandtl

number in either fluid. The dedvation of the vorticityequation is detailed in

AppendixC.

The followingdefinitionshavebeen usedinthe aboveequations

C,= (Cp_,,*cpmD,,*cp3Dm), (2.16a)

C, = (Cp_,, * cpmD,,* c,,Dm) t

_, (2.16b)

c3 = (D_cp,. D_cp,. D_cp,). (2.16c)
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or. Le 2 o_£Olm Le s .. o_0O2m or.
Le, - ---, = , ' ' D_D,, D,2O)2m D2,o), Le..- ----, (2.17)

and

TDN, = D------_'T,TDN, . D_ , (2.18)
o.p0)lm or.pf.02m

where Lel, Le2, Le3, and Le4 can be referredto as LewisNumbers andthe cr_'s

are the specific heats of individualcomponents. It should be noted that the

conservativefrom of the governingequationsis used in Eqs. (2.11), (2.14) and

(2.15) forthe convectionterms.

The nondimensionalgradientand Laplacianoperatorsare definedas

. o_ . 1 8 82 2 8 1_.._+ 1 (_ (2.19)
Be2 T12taneee•

The independentcoordinatesare 11and e only. Forease of notation,the tilde will

be droppedonthe nondimensionalquantities.

2.3 BoundaryConditions

As the solutionsof the field variables in the four-region nonisothermal

situationin the presence of the vapor-liquidinterface and body and pressure

forces on the fluidsare required,there are numerousboundaryconditions. The

most importantones are discusse_ in some detail, and the rest are indicated

briefly.

16
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2.3.1 Boundaryconditionsontemperature

2.3.1.1 Outsideof the heliumregion(r=d)

An ICF target distorts the temperature gradient, because the thermal

conductivityof the glass wall is much higherthan that of the heliumgas. The

isothermsinthe exchangegas curvearoundthe target. The isothermsbecome

moreevenlyspacedand more horizontalfartheraway fromthe target. Beyonda

certain radius, the isotherms are virtually horizontal. Therefore, the external

thermalgradienton the outersurfaceof the heliumregionis assumedto be linear

in the vertical direction, i.e., dT/dzlr,d is constant at large radii. Hence, the

temperatureonthe exteriorsurfaceof the heliumcan be writtenas

dT

T(e) = Tm+_-z,rcose. (2.20)

2.3.1.2 SGS-helium interface(r=c)

The continuityof temperatureand heatflux requiresthat

T.-T.,IkaT1fkaT1
t _J.=t _J,*q (2.21a)

where q is the nondimensional radiative heat flux given by

= . (2.21b)

q Tm_ pl , pw )• _A._.A,_.
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The subscriptsh,s and w referto,respectively,theheliumregion,thespherical

glassshellandthetargetchamberwall,o istheStefan-Boltzmanconstant,A is

surfacearea,sisemissivityand pisdensity,

2.3.1.3 Uquid-SGSinterface(r=b)

Here again, the continuityof temperatureandheatflux requiresthat

The subscriptss and t refer to, respectively,the spherical glass shell and the

liquid.

2.3.1.4 Vapor-liquidinterface (r=a)

The continuity of the temperature and the heat flux at the vapor-liquid

interfacecan be writtenas

'Tt = Tv, ('kaT'_= a _.,(n_l__r_l_v) (2.23)

where ni and hi are, respectively,the mass flux and enthalpy of the species i.

The subscriptst and v refer to, respectively,the liquidand the vapor. The last

term representsthe heat fluxcausedby evaporationand condensation.

2.3.1.5 At the centerof the bubble(r=0)

There is a singularityat the center of the bubble due to the 1/r factor

encounteredin sphericalgeometry inthe differentialequations. Byreplacingthe

18



energy equation in the sphericalcoordinateswith its Cartesian equivalent,the

singularitycan be removed. The energyequationat the centeris writtenas

aT a[ a2T a2T a2T_ a(o,aT _aT 1 aT aT
u_= _P*_*_-J+c"E_*c' az_,¥C, azaz 12.24)

Only the convection term in the z-directionhas been includedsince the energy

flow is almostaxial at the center. Additionally,the firstderivativesnormalto the

z-directionare zero due to azimuthalsymmetry.

2.3.2 Boundaryconditionson vorticity

2.3.2.1 Uquid-SGSinterface(r=b)

The effects of bodyand pressureforceson the liquidhave to be explicitly

imposedto developthe flowfieldscorrectly.The Dirichletboundaryconditionon

vorticityat the liquid-SGSinterfaceis implementedas follows:

b

L

i.e., liquid vorticityvalues at the vapor-liquidinterface are extrapolated to the

liquid-SGSinterface. The nondimensionalformof the radialderivativeof vorticity

in liquidis givenby

aQ a'aP pa=qg= pmlru_+vav _v1" .-;a-_--_ +'-;-_,N _ae+- 12.28)
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where the first term onthe right is due to pressurevariation;the secondterm is

due to gravityon the liquidand gedenotesthe tangentialcomponentof gravity;

the rest, which are due to the velocity components, make only small

contributions.AppendixD outlinesthe derivationof this relation. A similarform

forthe normaldefinitionof vorticitybutwithoutthe convectiontermscan be found

in Ref. 39. To calculatethe angularderivativesof pressure,the pressurewithin

the liquid has to be estimated. To that effect, the modified Young-Laplace

relation for the balance of forces in the radial direction at the vapor-liquid

interfaceis employedandthe liquidside pressuresare calculatedfromthe vapor

side pressures. The modified Young-Laplace relation4o can be written in

nondimensionalformas

where the first term on the right is the total pressure from the vapor at any

angular positionat the vapor-liquidinterface, the second term represents the

normalviscousstress inthe liquid,the thirdterm is the normalstressdue to the

surface tension at the curved interface, and the last term is the stress due to

momentumchange of the mass flow acrossthe interface. The pressurein the

interiorof the liquidisobtainedby integrationas follows:

r

Pt(Ti,e).=Pt( = 1,e)+-aP!dq (2.28a)

inwhich
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aP l_('_)2u 2au 1 ;)_u I _)u 2u 2 _ 2 v 1= -=+

a' _,_ +q'_'- -pgacose 12.28b)

is the radial derivative of pressure that can be obtained from the radial

component of the momentum equation; it accounts mainly for the pressure

variationdue to the radialcomponentof liquidweight.

2.3.2.2 Vapor-liquidinterface,(r=a), liquidside

The presenceof the surface-tensiongradientat the vapor-liquidinterface

manifestsas a discontinuityinthe shear stressacrossthat interface. The shear

stressconditioncan be writtenas

¢,+ 1_,_._ = %. (2.29)

The surface-tensiongradientcan be modeledas follows. Let us assume that the

total local surface tension is the mole-fraction-weightedaverage of the pure-

componentsurface tensionssincethe hydrogenmixtureis essentiallyideal. The

pure-componentsurface tensions can be represented as a linear function of

temperature as Ya= A_-B,T (i = 1, 2, 3), with Ai and Btbeing characteristic

positive constants41. Then, we can write the surface tension as

y = x,y, + x2Y2+ xsYs.Hence the surface-tensiongradientcan be writtenas

¢37 = o__)T+ o_ _)x,4-_ o_x¢ (2.30)
_e _T_ _x,_ _x2ae
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where xl is the liquidmole fractionof the l-th species and x,+ x2+ xs = I. The

factors _ and _ are writtenIntermsof the massfractlongradlentsas follows._e ae

Uquidmole fractionsxlcan be writtenin terms of liquldmassfractionso)ias

$ -I

i_ ,, Mit,_:lr_ J i ,, 1, 2, 3 (2.31)

where M1, Mi, and _ are the pure componentmolecularweights, and _' °)i is
_Mj

the inverseof localmolecularweightofthe liquid.One can thenobtain

li

as
ae

ITi'i'_iIT ¢i)yB.xZx_+i)'i'i)xi'_j.Ii)yax, o_ya._..a'_...a-_" aT_e* tax,a=, _T_,) ae* +ax,_o),_a=,) ae (2.32)

The resultingbalance of shear stresscan be written in terms of the vortlcitlesof

the fluids at the interface and the variation of the temperature and the mass-

fractionsalongthe angulardiri_ion as

<
ate" (2.33)

wherethe subscriptst am1v respectivelyreferto the liquidandvaporphase, and

MaT, Mac1, and Mac2can be referredto respectivelyas the thermal Marangoni

number, the concentrationMarangoni number due to component 1, and the

concentrationMarangoninumberdue to component2. Thisterminologyfollows

fromthe fact that the surface-tension-gradient-inducadflowsare also referredto
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as Marangoniflows. The constantsMaT. Mac1,and Mac2are wdttenfor the pure

component,binary,and ternary systemsas follows.

Pure-componentsystem:

MaT = "aTmB1 (2.34a)
I_tat

Ma=, = 0 (2.34b)

Ma=== O. (2.34c)

Binarysystem:

= "arm ('B (°1+- 1-=1
M_, .,=,u_'_ "M, ) (2.3s,)

" -_')a_,,J (2.3sb)

Ma=== O. (2.35c)

Ternary system:

MaT = 14,ot_l B,_- + B, (1- M, )

Ma=, I_,a, LIY'- +(Y' -%) ao),1 (2.36b)

I( ,ax, ,a__.x_'iMa=, = a(°_l_,a,¥'-"f')_'== +(¥=-¥')a(o= J (2.36c)
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where M is the mean molecularweightof the liquid; and (ol and (o2are the mass

fractionsinthe liquidatthe vapor-liquidinterface.
I

2.3.2.3 Vapor-llquldinterface,(r=a), vaporside

The definltionof vorticltyIs used to evaluate the vapor vortlcltyat this

interface
i

-N+V ,,. 12.37)

2.3.2.4 Atthe bubblecenter (r=0)

The modifiedvorticityiszero at thispoint.

2.3.3 Boundaryconditionson streamfunction

2.3.3.1 Liquid-SGSinterface(r=b)

The velocityof the fluid is zero at the liquid-SGSinterface, as the shellof

the target is impermeableand is assumedto be stationary.The streamfunction

is therefore defined to be zero here. Additionally,the radial derivative of the

streamfunctionneedsto be zero. Sincethis relationis redundant,it numerically

vedfiedratherthancalculated.

2.3.3.2 Vapor-liquidinterface, (r-a), ,quid side

The stream function at this interface is found by Integratingthe radial

velocitieson the liquidside, usingthe relationbetweenthe radialvelocityand the

stream functionas
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i

v(n=1,e)=j'u,(n=1,e)sinede. (2.38)
0

2.3.3.3 Vapor-liquidinterface,(r=a), vaporside

The vaporstreamfunctionat the vapor-liquidinterfaceis iteratedfor, along

withthe interiorvalues,by usinga modifiedformof the streamfunctionequation.

The known radial velocity is used in place of the tangential derivative of the

stream function. The fictitiousnode introducedby the central-differenceform of

the secondderivativeof the stream functioninthe radialdirectionis eliminatedby

usingthe tangentialvelocity. The requiredsetof equationsis

_-'_'L = -v,(11 = 1,e)sine, (2.39a)sl

+ 1.j..a._ _L,lvsine+ uvcose (2.39b)_ _2ae_=

This results in a stable iterative scheme for the vapor stream function at this ,

interface. Detailsof thisschemecan be foundin Ref.42.

2.3.4 Boundaryconditionsonvelocities

2.3.4.1 Uquid-SGS interface (r-b)

The tangential liquidvelocityat this interfaceis evaluatedusingthe radial

derivativesof stream functionas shownin section3.5.5.1.
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2.3.4.2 Vapor-liquidinterface(r.a)

The conditionof continuityof energy flux at this interfacecan be used to

obtainthe radial liquidvelocitiesas follows

_.)t= +_m__;,(rL,h_- r_v_) (2.40a)

where

aT
(n_h_- n_h_)= Imlpu-pDl1_r- "pui2_ar- DT"_'Itht

{
_____.I._pD=°_02-DT aT_ (2.40b)-_m_ou-pD, ar ar 1_-_vhiv"

The radialvelocityon the vaporside in thisexpressioncan be writtenusingthe

assumptionof incompressibilityof the fluids,in nondimensionalform, as

Uv('rl= 1,6)= -P-L_u,(_= 1,0). (2.41)
Pv(Zv

This allows one to take into account the effect of mass transfer due to

evaporationandcondensation.

The continuityof tangentialvelocitiesat this interface can be written, in

nondimensionalform as

v,( q = 1,8)= -_-v,(T1= 1,0). (2.42)
or.v
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2.3.4.2 Atthe centerof the bubble(r-0)

Becauseof the symmetryof the flowfieldaboutthe verticalcenterline,the

velocitiesat 0 ,, 0 and 6 - _ are radial. Usingthe estimateof the radialvelocityat

e ,=0, the radialvelocitiescan be writtenas

u,(r = 0,0)= u,(r = O,e= O)_sO (2.43)

and the tangentialvelocityat anydirectioncan be written as

v,(r = 0,0)= -u,(r = 0,6 = 0)sin0. (2.44)

The conditionthat the vapor vorticityat the center be zero is satisfiedby these

velocities.

2.3.5 Boundaryconditionson massfractions

2.3.5.1 Liquid-SGSinterface(r=b)

The shell of the target is impermeable,therefore the concentrationof the

componentsin the binary and temary systemscan be determinedby writingthe
'.

flux relationshipas

v,; T o_1J. %--. =o ,2 C2451 /

2.3.5.2 Vapor-liquidinterface (r=a)

The profiles of the pressure, temperature, and the two mass fractions

alongthe liquid-vaporinterfacehave to be carefullyconsidered,and to facilitate

the computationsthe profilesmustbe specifiedin the beginningof the iterations.
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The number of variables that are to be specified to uniquely determine the

thermodynamic state of the system is given by the Gibb's43 phase rule.

Accordingly,the two-phase (P=2), multicomponent(C=1 or C=2 or C=3) system

possessesthe numberof degreesof freedomF determinedby F = C-P + 2. The

numberof degrees of freedom,whichisthe numberof variablesthat have to be

specified at the outset, is equal to one for the pure-component two-phase

system, equal to two for the two-componenttwo-phase system, and equal to

three for the three-componenttwo-phasesystem. The intensivepropertiesthat

are assumed at the liquid-vaporinterface are chosen to have cosine profiles

alongthe interface.

The final temperatureprofileat the interfaceis obtainedby iterationof the

energyequation. In the binary system,the massfractionof component1 in the

liquidand vaporis determinedusingRaoult'slawonce the saturationpressureis

specified along the vapor-liquidinterface, in additionto the final temperature

profile. If the saturationpressuresare notvaried in the O-directionbutgiven the

equilibriumvalues,the mass fractionvariationis found to be very small. If the

saturationpressureis variedparametrically,the mass fractiondeviationfromthe

mean can become quite large. In the ternary system, the mass fraction of

component2 in liquidandthe massfractionsof the components1 and 2 in vapor

are determinedusingRaoult'slaw once the pressure,temperature,and the liquid

massfractionof component1 alongthe interface are specified.

Assumingthe liquidand vapor mixturesof hydrogenisotopesare nearly

ideal,one can applyRaoult'slawat the liquid-vaporinterfaceas follows:

r.o,,,- "_(=w + 1)MA, _ 1 (o=, . -_(r.o,, + 1)M.(Po=- 1, (2.46)
o)_ M,,P_ ' O)=mv M,,P<
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where Pvt is the specified total vapor pressureat any point on the vapor-liquid

interface;Psi and P=2are the saturationvaporpressuresof components1 and2,

respectively, and are known from the temperature profile specified along the

vapor-liquidinterface; and Mt and My are the mean molecularweights of the

liquidandvapor mixture.

Also at the vapor-liquidinterface,the radial mass fluxes of the individual

components in the binary and ternary system should be continuous,and this

conditioncan be writtenas

/po)_(xu(o),. 1)- po0_D._--z- _='- DTT.,aT1o_ P='J:)"o_ _,

( _--__p(o.,.D=a-_-D,T._)T 1 ,=1,2. (2.47)= P="_(='*I)-o='J:)"o_ o_ _" v'

2.3.5.3 At the centerof the vaporbubble(r-0)

Similarto the calculationof temperatureat the center of the vapor bubble

and to avoid the singularityin the diffusion-convectionequationin the spherical

coordinates,the correspondingCartesianequivalentis used,and the convection

term in the z-directiononlyis retainedas the massflux is predominantlyaxial at

the center. The equationof componenti is

1 , "_.dx" W" dz'),-_,dz)lra='l" _T a'T_ 1 __T'_=I
.-D, =/-_"T * _-'_"* -_-_-.- =_-._--. • (2.48)

P
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2.3.6 Symmetryconditions

The symmetryconditionsat 6 = 0, and 6 = _ are

_ = ¥== va= 0; i= v,t Dirichletboundaryconditions (2.49a)

-_6= = = = 0; = v,t. boundaryconditions(2.49b)
i Neumann

2.4 Force Balanceonthe Vapor Bubble

Fora givenexternal temperaturegradient,the bubblewillbe stationaryat

the center of the targetwhenthe totalupwardforcecancelsoutthe vaporweight.

This is checked numericallyby integratingthe pressuresand shear stresseson

the vaporbubble. The totalupwardforceFzon the bubbleis givenby

t

Fz = 2_a=J'(-P, sinecose- 1:,_sin=0)d0 (2.50)
0

where the total pressure Prrand the shear stressereare definedas

f I .=ravau I
P"= tP-2_'---ao_rl,)il,t.,' I:'°= a'2"(._*_'e- v_,l-," (2.51)

The external temperature gradient is considered to be that required for the

bubbleto remainstationaryat the centerof the target if the total upwardforce Fz

on the bubble is withina fractionof a percentof the vapor weight and if other

checksfor self-consistencyare satisfied.
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CHAPTER 3

NUMERICAL SOLUTION PROCEDURE

3.1 GeneralDiscussion

The numedcaltreatmentof partialdifferentialequationsis,by itself,a vast

subject. Partial differential equations are at the heart of many, if not most,

computeranalysesor simulationsof continuousphysicalsystems,suchas fluids,

electromagneticfieldsand the humanbody In mostmathematicsbooks,partial

differential equations (PDEs) are classifiedinto three categories, hyperbolic,

parabolicand elliptic,on the basisof their charactedstics,which are curves of

informationpropagation.

From a computationalpoint of view, the classificationinto these three

canonical types is not very meaningful. If informationon u (perhapsincluding

time derivative information) is given at some initial time to for all x, then the

equationsdescdbe how u(x,t) propagatesitselfforward in time, and the goal of

the numerical code should be to track the time evolution with some desired

accuracy. Bycontrast,if the goal is to finda single"static"functionu(x,y) which

satisfiesthe equationwithinsome (x,y) regionof interest,and which has some

desired behavioron the boundary of the regionof interest,these problemsare

called boundary value problems. In general, it is not possiblestably to simply

"integratein from the boundary" in the same sense that an initialvalue problem

can be "integratedforwardin time." Therefore the goal of a numerical code is

somehowto converge onthe correct solutioneverywhereat once.

Because all of the conditions on a boundary value problem must be

satisfied"simultaneously,"these problemsusuallyresultin, at least conceptually,

to the solutionof a large number of simultaneousalgebraic equations. When
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I
such equations are nonlinear, they are usually solved by linearization and

iteration.

The system of governing equationsfor the problem at hand defines a

boundaryvalue problem. In the numerical iteration,the goal is to lookfor the

situationin which the liquidlayer is uniformin thickness. This means that the

vapor bubble is requiredto be stationarywhen an appropriateexternal thermal

gradientis imposedoutsidethe heliumregion,andthe aim of the computationis

to determinesuch an external thermal gradientalongwith other parameters. A

stationary bubble is formed when the resultant of the surface forces, due to

pressure and shear and normal stresses on the bubble, points upward and

cancels out the weight of the bubble. Such a condition is verified along the

course of the numericalcomputations. The solution is obtained when several

checksfor self-consistencyare foundto be satisfactory.

As the numericalapproachproceedsto searchfor the variousparameters

that will allowfor a stationarybubbleat the centerof the target, it is necessaryto

check the consistency of the chosen parameters. A check for the agreement

betweenthe two differentformsof the liquidvorticityat the liquid-SGSinterfaceis

requiredto obtainself-consistentresults. This conditionenables one to assess

the acceptabilityof the assumed vapor pressure profile used to determine the

liquid pressureprofileat the vapor-liquidinterface. The verificationof the force

balance on the bubble, the verification of the global mass balance, and the

verificationof the continuityof the localmass fluxesof the individualspecies at

the liquid-vaporinterfaceare alsoimportantchecks.
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3.2 FiniteDifferenceMesh

The mesh size at the interfaceof the vapor and liquid,at the interface of

the liquidand SGS and at the interface of the SGS and the heliumregion,have

to be nearlythe same size to obtainaccuratesolutions.To accomplishthisand

avoidan excessivenumberof mesh pointsin regionsin whichvariablesdo not

vary rapidly, a radiallyvarying mesh in the helium region and in the vapor is

used. In the heliumregionthis is done by radiallyincrementingthe meshsize in

geometricprogressionwiththe smallestmeshsize at the SGS-helium interface.

Inthe vapor region,the smallestmeshsize is at the vapor-liquidinterface,being

of the orderof the meshsize inthe liquidand increasingingeometricprogression

toward the center of the bubble. The mesh structure and nomenclature are

shown in Figure 3.1. Since the external linear temperaturegradient is applied

symmetricallyin the vertical direction about the center line, it is sufficientto

consideronlyone hemisphere. This is taken to be the righthalfof the concentric

sphericalsystem.

3.3 NumericalAlgorithm

The diffusionterms of the vorticity,mass diffusion-convectionand energy

equationshave been approximatedby a central-differencescheme.44 The same

schemewas used forthe streamfunctionequation. Thus,

Q_ Q, - Q, Q_, Qr- 2Qj+ Q¢
=' 2&TI ' = (&_)= , (3.1)

where Q is the genedc quantity,&11is the nondimensionalmesh size and the

subscriptsr, t, and i indicate,respectively,the right,leftand center nodesin the

mesh. These discretizationformulaeare second-orderaccurate (see Appendix

E).
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Figure3.1 Finite-differencemesh.
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In the varying radial mesh in the vapor and helium regions, 8 different

discretizationprocedurehas to be adopted; the discretizationformulaefor the

firstand secondderivativesin 8 varyingmeshcan be writtenas

Q: = Qj - (1-13=)Q,- p=Q, (3.2a)
(1,p)Ar

t

and

Q:,
= (l+13)(Ar)= . (3.2b)

The derivationsof these formulaeare shownin AppendixF. The factor 13is the
Ar

meshexpansionratio and is definedas 13=--. The discretizationformulaeare&t

first-orderaccurate;but when the mesh expansionratio 13is closeto unity,they

are nearlysecond-orderaccurate.

A similar attempt to approximatethe nonlinearconvective terms failed.

Unstablesolutionswere obtainedeven for fairlyfinegrids. This procedurewould

require very fine meshesto producestablesolutions.4s There is a compromise

between very fine gdds to secure accurate and stable solutionsand computer

time available. Since the lastrepresents8 seriouslimitation,numericalschemes

whichensure stabilityunderreasonablegdd sizes had to be devised. This is the

case of upwindmethods. These schemesemphasizethe convectionof a given

propertyin the downstreamdirection.As 8 resultthey are consideredto possess

the transportiveproperty,44 in the sense that any perturbation in the flow is

convected only in the downstream direction. These stable characteristics,

" however,are introducedat the expenseof accuracy.
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The convectivetermsappear intwodifferentforms:

I. CONV = °_(u_)+ lo_(v9) in the vorticltyequation,Eq. (2.1I), and

CONV-lo_=u(o,)_ 1 a(sinev(o,)
11= o_1 11s'_e o_e in the mass diffusion-convection

equations, Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15). This form is called conservative in the

literature.46 Itcorrespondsto a transformationof the kind

Q.(V_) = V.(QQ) (3.3) !
!

which is valid for an incompressiblefluid. Even thoughequivalent, the distinct

formsin Eq. (3.3) behaveverydifferentlyunderthe same numericalprocedure. It

is a commonbeliefthat the conservativeform(RHS of Eq. (3.3)) producesmore

accurate resultsfor the same grid size._A 7-so It has been reported, however,

that under certaincimumstances,they can lead to unstable solutions,s_ In fact

this was the case when trials were made with the conservative form for the

energyequation. As a result,nonconservativeformswere adopted. AppendixG

contains a discussion of the general forms of the governing equations,

conservativeandnonconservative.

The vorticity (and mass diffusion-convection)convective terms were

approximated by the so-called second upwind method,s2 According to this

procedure the velocities are linearly interpolatedbetween mesh nodes. If 11

representsthe coordinate in any given direction,whether r or e, the convective

term in thisdirectionis approximatedby

_(uQ), =-U,. _U...Q, (3.4)
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where

u,=0.5(u,+u_,) (3.5a)

U, = 0.5(u,+ u___) (3.5b)

{_ if U, > 0=., if U, <0 (3.5c)

_, ={__., if U,>0if Ut <0 " (3.5d)

aT v _ in the energy equation, Eq. (2.13). These
2. CONV - u_. * _ a0

convectiveterms are approximatedby the so-calledfirstupwindmethods2

aT "r,-T¢ (3.6)u_=u, A_

where

T, if_>0 (3.7a)Tr= T_,if i_<0

= _'T_.,if t_>0 (3.7b)T, tT, if_<0"
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The main advantage of the "upwind"methods, used in this work, is to

produce stable solutionsfor acceptable grid sizes. The main features of the

upwindmethodsare:

(1) The propertyIsconvectedunchangedinthe downstreamdirection.

(2) The different assumptions regarding the velocities constitute the main

concern of researchers in the fluid dynamics field. Two of the most

popularmodelswere used inthiswork andwere referredto above,that is,

the linear velocity distribution, which constitutes the second upwind

method, and the constant velocity, which is characteristic of the first

upwindscheme. Otherschemescan be foundinthe literature,s3,s4These

schemes aim to confer more accuracy to the upwind methods, which in

fact they do, making,however,the numericalalgorithmmore complexand,

consequently,the computationphase moreexpensive.

(3) Upwindmethodsare first-orderapproximations.

The iteretivesequence of the numericalsolutionsof the equationsis given

briefly in the diagram in Figure3.2. A moredetailed flow diagram of the inner

momentum loops for the liquidand the vapor is shown in Figure 3.3. At any

iterationthe energyequationconvergesquickly. In the multicomponentsystem,

the mass diffusion-convectionequationsalsoconvergequickly. The iterationsfor

the vapor vorticityand stream functiontake a long time to converge, sincethe

development of the vapor flow field for the given interface velocities takes

substantialtime. The liquidflowfield can be computedin a relativelyshorttime

because there are fewer nodes in the liquidthan In the vapor and because

Dirichlet boundary conditionson the vorticityand stream function are used,
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Figure 3.2 Simplified block diagram of the numerical computations.
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!

Fix_1eat i. x, usingEq. (2.33)

Fix I;ltatw-b, usingEq. (2.25)
Findut at t. t fromEqs.(2"40a) and (2.40b)

FixYt at r - & usingEq.(2.38)

Calculatelit at interiorpoints!
CalculateV, at interiorpointsiFindu,, v, fromEq. (2.9)

i

I
NO_quid momentumfieldconverged?_'_oriterationsover?

Fixllv at t. & usingEq, (2,37)

FindUv,vv atr - a, usingEqs. (2.41)and (2.42)

CalculateL'lvat interiorpoints
Calculateyv

Rndut, vLfromEq. (2.9)

Vapormomentumfieldconverged?
oriterationsover?

Figure 3.3 Flow diagram for the separate inner momentum loops.
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Eq. (2.49a). The separate inner momentumloops for the liquidand the vapor

shownin Figure3.3 greatlyreducethe numberof iterationsneededfor the whole

flow fieldto converge, because the liquidflow field is governed by the surface-

tension gradients and the interface mass transfer is quickly generated and

changesverylittleafter a few majoriterations.

The efficiencyof the computationalalgorithms,bothin computationalload

and storage requirements,becomes the principalconcern. The computerused

for the numerical simulation is a Cray and is a vector machine. For these

reasons, the iteration of the discretized equations is achieved by the Point

Jacobisstechnique. The computational load is reduced at the expense of

additionalstorage. Other relaxationmethods such as the Gauss-Sidelss line

relaxationmethodmay be moreefficienton machineswhichdo notvectorize.

3.4 SolutionTechnique- Point Jacobi Iteration

The governingequationsdefinea boundaryvalueproblem,and hencethe

discretized equations are solved by a relaxation method. The details of this

methodcan be found,for instance,in Ref. 55. In the iterativescheme, the node

value is determinedas the sum of the old value andthe weightedaverageof the

errorfunction,whichis a functionof the valuesof the four surroundingnodesand

of the center node itself. The computationalalgorithmis
I

_.j_ _.j+ _--_--(D_,_,a * D,_,_ * D,_,.._,* D4P_,j_,-Ds_j *D,) (3.8)

where P, is the generic quantity representing any variable of iteration. The

coefficientsD1 to Ds are those found in the discretized forms of the governing

equationsorthe modifiedformsof them. The coefficientDe is due to the source
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or sink terms. The quantity ¢0=or,the relaxationfactor, takes its values in the

Interval0 < o_,_s 1forthe pointJacobi iterationmethod.

The modifiedforms of the coefficientsD1 to Ds are used in the energy

equations at the SGS-helium interface, at the liquid-SGS Interface and in the

stream functionequationfor the vapor. Also,along the line of symmetrythese

coefficientsare modifiedinthe energyand mass diffusion-convectionequations

by usingthe symmetry conditionson the temperatureand massfractions. Thus,

on the line of symmetry the temperatureand mass fractionsare obtainedfrom

iterationsby modifyingthe coefficientsD1 to Dsusingthe Neumannformsof the

symmetry conditions.Eq. (2.49b).

The convergenceof the solutionsfor eachgoverningequationis basedon

the criterion

= (3.9)DEVI r,,.J

wherethe deviation,DEVI, for any nodein the solutiondomainis stipulatedto be

less than some specifiedvalue, dependingon the nature of the values of the

variable,and the superscriptk refersto the k-thiteration.

3.5 NumericalTreatmentof BoundaryConditions

3.5.1 Boundaryconditionsontemperature

3.5.1.1 SGS-helium interface(r=c)

The requiredboundaryconditionsare given by Eqs. (2.21a) and (2.21b).

At this interface the discretized energy equation has two different sets of

coefficientsD1 to Ds, one each from the energy equation applied to the two

adjoiningregions. Byusingthe techniqueof imaginarynodes,Ref. 56, and with
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the interfaceboundarycondition,a new setof coefficientsD1 - D6can be derived

as

D_*" D" kh_fl+ DD--_l'k'&l_,_. (3.10a)

D=(---D_,+ D,,, (3.10b)

D=e-D,, +Dr, k-_&--_-_Dab, (3.10c)
k, &_ D=h

D k-tA--_JL_D--_ (3.10d)
04 *-D4, + 1.k, &'q,,D=,'

D, e-Dr,, +Dr, k_A_I"D._ (3.10e)
k, &llhD2h'

and

aa T.4- T4D kh&_._D_._._o ( * ' ) (3.10f)

Da+"-D,,+ "k';',All, D, "-k, :l:.f I:)= + Pw. 1"m_A,z, A._.

The left handside representsthe newvaluesof the coefficientsD1to Ds, and the

right-handside isthe functionof the oldvaluesof the same coefficientsfromthe

adjoiningregionsas indicatedbythe subscriptshand s.
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3.5.1.2 Liquid-SGSinterface(r=b)

Again, the two difference sets of coefficients D1 to D6 of the energy

equationat this interfacecan be reducedto one set usingEqs. (3.10a) to (3.10f)

after replacingsubscriptsh and s by s and t, respectively,and eliminatingthe

lastterm onthe fight-handside of Eq. (3.10f)

( D---_1 (3.11a)
k,hZ_TI,.1+

D1('- D,, k, ,_, Dh '

D=_ D,t + D=l, (3.11b)

D3_D_ +D,, k' A--_J-_D-D-a-, (3.11c)
kt AT1,D2,

D4_ D,, + D_k_ATItD._ (3.1ld)
kt &TI,Dz,'

Ds(" Ds,+D_ k-zA--_Ds' (3.11e)
kt &q, D=,

and

D, _D6, +D,, k' A--_D-_ (3.11f)
kt &'rl,D2,"

J

3.5.1.3 Vapor-liquidinterface(r=a)

In the iteration procedure for solving the energy equation, the

temperatures at the vapor-liquidinterface are assumedto be known. In reality

the latent heat transferdue to evaporation/condensation,in conjunctionwith the
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far-field temperature gradient, determines the interface temperatures and the

massfractionsof the individualspecies. Here the reverseprocessof lettingthe

vapor-liquidinterfacetemperaturetake preassignedvalues is employedto avoid

the slow convergence of the energy equation since the interface temperature

alsodependson the interfaceenergyflux.

3.5.2 Boundaryconditionsonvorticity

3.5.2.1 Uquid-SGSinterface(r-b)

The liquidvorticityat the liquid-SGSinterfaceis determinedby numerically

integratingEq. (2.25).

3.5.2.2 Vapor-liquidinterface(r=a)

The liquid vorticityat the vapor-liquidinterface is computed using Eq.

(2.33); the first-orderderivativesare discretizedusinga second-orderaccurate

forward-differenceformulae.

The vaporvorticityat the vapor-liquidinterfaceis givenby Eq. (2.37). The

requiredradialderivativeof the tangentialvelocityat the liquid-vaporinterfaceis

evaluatedby usingsecond-orderaccurate backward-differenceformulae.

3.5.3 Boundaryconditionson streamfunction

3.5.3.1 Uquid-SGS interface(r=b)

The streamfunctionat the liquid-SGSinterfaceis zero.
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3.5.3.2 Vapor-liquidinterface(r=a)

Once the interfacial velocities are determined from Eqs. (2.40a) and

(2.40b), the liquidstream functionat the vapor-liquidinterface is computedby

numericallyintegratingEq. (2.38).

The vapor streamfunctionat the vapor-liquidinterfaceis iteratedfor along

with the stream functionvalues in the interiorof the vapor. The nondimensional

discretizedformof the equationforthe vapor streamfunction at this interfaceis

D=¥,_,.{+ Ds¥,.j+,+ D,_¥,j_,- Ds¥,.j+De :0 (3.12)

where

D== 2, (3.13a)

[ (A_)'1D,=L_,(&e),, (3.13b)

o,=l I (3.,3c)kn'(Ae)','

I (A,0'1Ds= 2* 2 TI,(A[)= • (3.13d)

and

D. =((An)'nsine-(An)'ucose-2nAnvsine). (3.13e)
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3.5.4 Boundaryconditionsonvelocities

3.5.4.1 Uquid-SGSinterface(r-b)

A special approach is adopted in the calculationof the liquidtangential

velocitiesnear the liquid-SGS interface. This contrivance is found necessary

because the usualsecond-ordercentral-differenceformsfor the liquidtangential

velocitiesdo notwork well. The liquidvelocitiesare obtainedby usinga cubic-

polynomialfit to the generated stream function;this is necessary because the

liquidflow is almostsimilarto boundary layer flowand there are sharpgradients

in the radial directionin the field variables. By fittinga cubic polynomialof the

streamfunctioninthe radialdirection,itcan be shownthat

_,, (-2¥,.s+9¥_.2-18¥,_ , + 11¥,)
(3.14a)

6Aq

w,_,+3¥,_,+2v,) (3.14b)
, 6All '

+ev,_,-v,) (3.14c)
2 SAT1

and

_ ,..(-11_. s. 18_2 + 9_, + 2_ i) 1
(3. 4d)

s 6&11

where i refersto the nodeat the liquid-SGSinterface,and i-1, i-2, and i-3 refer to

the three consecutively interior radial nodes. These expressions somewhat

resemble those due to Bdley.s7 These expressionscan be found in Ref. 38 and
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have been independentlyderivedfor the presentwork in AppendixH. The liquid

tangential velocitiesat the correspondingnodescan thus be more accurately

estimatedfromthe definitionof the streamfunction,the resultbeingan accurate

estimate of the mass flow along the liquidlayer,which increasesconfidencein

the numericalresultsof the globalmassbalance.

3.5.4.2 Vapor-liquidinterface(r.a)

The liquidtangentialvelocityat the vapor-liquidinterfaceis obtainedfrom

the liquid stream function field using the second-order accurate forward

differencediscretizationforthe radialderivativeof the stream functionandcan be

writtenas

vt01= 1,e)= _ si_I"3¥=,J + 4¥_,_ - ¥_=_12AT1 ," 13.15)

The local masstransferat the vapor-liquidinterface determinesthe local

radial velocityin the liquidat this interface. The continuityof energy fluxgives

the conditionfor the liquidradialvelocitiesas shownin Eqs. (2.40a) and (2.40b).

3.5.5 Boundaryconditionson massfractions

3.5.5.1 Uquid-SGSinterface(r-b)

The mass fraction values at the liquid-SGS are found from the interior

radialvaluesby applyingEq. (2.45) whichstatesthat the mass fluxesare zero at

this interface.
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For the binarysystem, the discretizedformof Eq. (2.45) gives

=,(i,j)=4=,(i-1,j)-=,(i-2,j) (3._6)3

where i is the node inthe liquidat the liquid-SGSInterface,i-1 and i-2 are the two

adjacentinteriornodes.

For a ternary system,Eq. (2.45) givesthe followingtwo equations:

o_ + _-_.)=0 (3.17a)

and

Writingthe aboveequationsindiscretizedformand rearrangingterms gives

3D,_o_(o,(i,j). 3D,,==mo),(i,j) - D,_o, (4eol(i- 1,j) - (ol(i- 2,j))

+ D,,m_(4o),(i- 1,j)- (o=(i- 2,j)) (3.18a)

and

3D=,(o_o)l(i,j)+ 3D,,_(o, (i,j)= D,_(4(ol(i- 1,j)- (o1(i-2,j))

+ D,,m_,(4o)=(i-1,j)-=,(i-2,j))' (3.18b)

where i is the nodeinthe liquidat the liquid-SGSinterface,and i-1 and i-2 are the

two adjacentinteriornodes. Thisis a matdxequationof the form [A][x]=[b] that
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mustbe solvedat each meshpointin the e direction. These equationscan also

be solved by direct inversion. On a computer which vectorizes, the direct

inversionmethodis muchfasterandcomputationallylessexpensive.

3.5.5.2 Vapor-liquidinterface(r=a)

Raoult's law at the vapor-liquid interface can be written for a binary

mixture,assumingthe fluidsto be ideal,as follows:

xp,, + x2P,2=P_ (3.19)

where xl and x2are the mole fractionsof the componentson the liquidside; Psi

and P.2 are the pure-componentsaturationvaporpressures;and Pvtis the total

vapor pressure. Noting that the mole fractions in the liquid sum to unity, Eq.

(3.19) can be rewrittenas

P.-P,2.
x,=p,_p,, (3,20)

Liquidmolefractionsxican be writtenintermsof liquidmassfractions(oias

where M1. and M2 are the pure componentmolecularweights;and _.2_ is the
_.1Mj

inverseof localmolecularweightof the liquid.This gives
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=,,(i,j) = x, M,
=,,,,_,_- 1 (3.22)

'_'Mj

where t is the firstradialnodeinthe liquidat the vapor-liquidInterface.

Once the massfractionvalueson the liquidside are known,one can find

the massfractionvaluesonthe vaporside Inthe binarysystemas

=.,(i,j) = _"_(c%(i,j)+ M_P,,
I_M__.J",_-1 (3.23)(Ot_,

where Pvt is the specified total vapor pressure at any point on the vapor-liquid

interface;Psi is the saturationvaporpressureof component1 and is knownfrom

the temperatureprofilespecifiedalongthe vapor-liquidinterface;and Mt and Mv

are the meanmolecularweightsof the liquidandvapormixture.

For the ternary system,Eq. (2.47) givesthe followingtwoequations:

:),_.._. p=mmD=___t,._D-rT,aT'_an- an ' -_),

= (PCO,mo.u((o,+ 1)- P¢.o_,D,,a--_a"- P==.,D=_--_"- D,'rT,,,aT1o_1 o'_ _', (3.24a)

and

p=,,,,,.u(=,. - _ _ n,- aT1)- P='_"_n-P='J:_=an-"' "_'j,
(' _ a._ .. a(o= DTT. aT_ (3.24b)

=tP="=(='* 1)-p=_,, an- P=""=an- ' "_j,"

Writing the above equations in discretized form, neglecting the thermaldiffusion

termsand rearranginggives
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/p_,,ouJ- 3P(°'mD'I (fac2)o,,(i.j)2AT1 ),w=(i'J)- (p(°"°"J- 3p="D'''_2Aq .).

_. 2AT1 .)t

=-(p(o,.=),-(P_,,_(,._,,(,.1,j)-=.(,.zj))
_. 2A11 .),

2Aq (4w_(i+1.j)- m.,(i+ 2.j))

(p=,.o._(4=,v(,-_j)-=,.(,-2,j))•(p®,.o_).._.2A_),

__ (4,,,,,O-,,j)-=,,0-2,j))
2&TI .),.

(3.25a)

+_Pm"_-3P_mD"),(facl)-('3F°_::)'=),(fac3)2&TI _. 2AT1

and

_3po)_D=, ('3p(o,J:)=,
....2A11 l,w=(i'J)+_. 2AT1 1.('ac2)°)=(i'j)

2&'q

=-(P°°=m°r'U)*-_.2A'q 1,(4='(i+1'j)-(%(i+ 2,j))

P°)'J::)"-')(4¢ou(i,1.j)-w,,(i + 2,j))2&_1 ,

• (S_,,_,, _ ("=,, 0- ',J)- ",, 0- Z J))
+(p=.o.u), _, 2&11 ,)v

.__'_ (4o)=,0-1,j)- ==,(i- 2,j))
2All },

(3.25b)

2AT1 2AT1 ),
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wherethe followinghavebeen defined:

fac1= - I, fac2 = , (3.26a)
M, P,I (0_., M, P,_(0,.,

fac3= - 1, fac4 = . (3.26b)
M, P,t (0=,., M. P,I (02..

I

This is a matrix equation of the form [A][x]=[b] that must be solved at each

meshpointinthe 0 directionat the vapor-liquidinterface. Again, theseequations

can be solvedbydirect inversion.

Once the mass fractionvalueson the liquidside are known,one can find

the massfractionvaluesonthe vaporsideinthe ternarysystemas

=,.o,J)- (3.27)
Mvl"_l ¢0=,,,, M,P,_

where Pvt is the specifiedtotal vapor pressure at any point on the vapor-liquid

interface;P=I and P,2 are the saturationvaporpressuresof components1 and 2,

respectivelyand are known from the temperature profile specified along the

vapor-liquidinterface; and Mt and M, are the mean molecular weights of the

liquidand vapormixture,

3.5.6 Symmetryconditions

The fictitious nodes at the line of symmetry introduced by central-

differencingthe derivativesinthe angulardirectionare eliminatedby applyingthe

Neuman conditionon the temperatureand the massfractions, Eq. (2.49b). The
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coefficientsD3 and D4 are modifiedat the lines of symmetry, and the resulting

equations are used to Iterate for the temperature and the mass fractionsat the

lineof symmetry.

3.6 ProgramVerification

The most common faults in the development of program software are

programming errors. This can include both an error in programming the

equationsof motionor equationsof state as wellas errorsin data table entries.

Data tables, equations of motion, Information equations, and the logical

equationsfor controlmake up most softwarepackages. Subtle errors in any of

thesecan rendera simulationresultinvalidover regionsof the observables,state

vectors,dependent and independentvariables,and/or phase space. A simple

signreversalof the feedbackina complexmultiloopsystem or high-ordersystem

of matrix/vector equations can lead to dynamics which are quite unlike the

systembeingmodeled.

A simplemethod forfindingnumericalerrorsused by Newtonand manyof

the early numericalanalystsis availablefor detectingerrors in programs,ss The

method can be used to find errors in programming differential equations of

motion, integrationof differentialequations,data tables, and logical equations

associated with the flow of informationin a system. A classical method for

finding errors in data was to make a table of finite differences and look for

discontinuities. This concept would be difficultto implementin a simulationas

used in traditionalnumericalanalysis, but a variationon the concept is to note

that finitedifferencesare the numeratorsin numericaldifferentiators;thusthe first

difference is approximatelyproportionalto the first derivative of a function,the

second difference is proportionalto the second derivative, and so on. In
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numedcal form, the plot of a variableagainst its first difference is similarto a

phase planevariable. Forstablesystems,the phaseplanesare bounded,thusa

plot of the first differenceof a variableagainstthe variable itselfis boundedfor

stable systems.

The method is to make phase-planeplots('state vs. rate') for the primary

parameters,state vectorsor observablesin a system. The phaseplane plotsare

then carefullyevaluated for zig-zag discontinuities. Phase planes of "statevs.

rate" are useful for detecting large errors. In general, phase plane plots of

higher-orderderivativescan be madeto detect smallerand smallererrors.

The observablesfor determinationof the thermal gradient necessaryto

sustain a uniform liquid layer are temperature, vorticityand stream function.

Phase plane plotsof "state vs. rate"for these threeobservableshavebeen done

for analysisand detectionof errors. The "state vs. rate"analysiswas done for

the binaryH-D targetwitha 600-pro-diameterSGS, a 6.25-pm wall, 75 atm room-

temperaturefill pressureand an average temperatureof 22 K. Figure 3.4 shows

the phase plane plotsfor temperaturealongthe liquid-SGSinterface. It can be

observedthat there are nojumpdiscontinuities.This gives us confidenceinthe

solutionobtainedfor the temperatureequation. Figures3.5 and 3.6 show"state

vs. rate" plotsforthe vorticityalongthe liquid-SGSinterfaceand stream function

along the liquid-SGS interface, respectively. The smooth curves give us

confidence in the solutions obtained for the vorticity and stream function

equations. One of the branchesin the "statevs. rate" plotsis forthe observables

in the upperquarterof the target, whilethe otherbranchis for the observablesin

the lowerquarter of the target.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 ExperimentalData

The cryogenicICF target previouslyinvestigated,17whichis a thin-walled

sphericalmicroshellof a few hundredmicrometersin diameter and containsthe

liquidfusionfuel and the vapor core, is centered between a pair of temperature

plates, and the in-betweenspace is filledwith heliumas the exchangegas. The

temperatures of the top and bottom temperature plates can be adjusted

separately, thus imposinga verticaltemperaturegradienton the target through

the interveningheliumregion. The heightof the gas column,which is the gap

between the two temperature plates, is kept within critical Rayleigh number,

whichis about4300 and is that of an equivalentcylinder, so that convectionin

the helium region is avoided. The configurationof the liquid layer inside the

target can be visualizedby Mach-Zehnderinterferometry. The concentricityand

the densityof the interferencefringes reveal whetherthe liquidlayer is present

and whetherit is uniform. Detailsof the experimentalprocedurescan be foundin

Ref. 59.

To obtain a uniform liquidlayer, the temperature of the top and bottom

temperature plates can be adjustedby controllingthe flow of the liquid or gas

heliumcoolant to the temperatureplates. The extemal thermalgradienton the

outside of the exchange gas is obtained as the ratio of the difference in

temperature of the top and bottom temperature plates and the distance of

separation.
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1
4.2 Parametersof TargetsunderStudy

Using the theoretical model developed in previous chapters, the linear

thermalgradientsthat can bringaboutuniformliquidlayerswithincryogenicICF

targets can be computed. The theoreticalmodelpresentedis utilizedto findthe

far-fieldtemperaturegradientsthat form uniformliquidlayers insidea deuterium

(D2) target, inside a hydrogen-deuterium(H-D) target and inside a deuterium-

tritium(D-T) target. The D2target has a 200-1_mdiameter SGS, a 8.35 I_mwall

thicknessand is filledwith 133 atm of deuteriumat room temperature. The H-D

andthe D-T targetshave a 600-1_mdiameterSGS, a 6.25-1_mwall thicknessand

are filled with 75 atm of equimolar mixture of hydrogen isotopes at room

temperature. The H-D target is analyzed in two differentways. In one case the

fluidinsidethe H-D target is assumedthat the mixtureremainsbinary,and inthe

other case it is assumedthat the mixtureis ternarywhen the target is cooledto

cryogenicconditions. The D-T target is assumed to remain binary when the

target is cooledto cryogenicconditions.

Some key issuesof the behaviorof the hydrogenmixtures under study

and the estimation of the mole and mass fraction of the two phases are

discussed next. The fill gas mixture in the H2-D2 target, when cooled to

cryogenictemperature,can remainbinary, or because of the exchange reaction

H2 + D2 _=>2HD, can tum intoa temary mixture. Thoughthe exchangereaction

notedaboveis unlikelyto take placewithout a catalyst,any minimumexposureto

a catalyst is likelyto turnthe binary H-D intoa temary mixture. Since there is an

uncertaintyregarding the nature of the mixture inside the target, the cases of

both the binaryand ternary H-D mixturesformedfromthe same fill mixture are

consideredseparately.
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In the D-T target, the liquid-vapormixturesare certainlyternary,due to the

strongcatalytic effect of the beta particle from the beta-decay of tritiumwhich

ddves the exchange reactionD2 + "1"2¢=>2DT towards equilibrium. However,

whenallowingforthe effectof the beta decay of the D-T mixture,the presenceof

the helium (HeS),which is the second productof the beta decay of tritium and

whoseeffect isto make the D-T mixtureat leastquaternaryhas to be considered.

Presumingthat the ICFTarget is freshlymanufactured,the presenceof heliumin

the D-T mixturecan be neglected. In other situationsthe effect of the heliumin

D-T mixture should,in general, be considered. Because of the lackof research

on the diffusionproperties of a quaternary mixture, the presence of helium is

been neglected.The vapor molefractionsof the ternaryH-D and D-T mixtures at

any mean target temperatureare taken from Ref. 41. The values of the mole

fractionsand the massfractionsfor the binaryandternary H-D mixturesand the

binaryD-T mixturecan be foundin tablesin AppendixI.

The thicknessof the liquidlayerinsidethe I;)2,binary H-D and binaryD-T

targets can be found using simple thermodynamic arguments once the fill

conditionsare known. However,the liquidthicknessinsidethe ternary H-D and

D-T targets are somewhatambiguousfrom the point of theoreticalestimation.

However,for the sake of simplicityit is assumedthat the ICF target is filledwith a

equimolarbinaryhydrogenmixture(i.e., equimolarmixturecontainingH2 and D2

or D2and 1"=)at certain pressure and temperature or equivalentlyat a certain

molar density of the binary mixture, which upon cooling to cryogenic condition

• tums intoa ternary mixtureof equilibriumproportiontabulatedin Ref. 41 and later

condenses into liquid and vapor, preservingthe molecular proportionsof the

individualspecies in the total mass. This kindof assumptionis necessitatedby

the fact that Raoult's law at certain fill densities and cryogenic target
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temperatures dictates the mean values of the mole fractionsof the individual

components which are quite different from the expected values of the mole

fractionscalculatedfromthe kineticsof the exchangereactionsdiscussedabove.

Thus there is an uncertaintyregardingthe mean mole fractionsof the individual

components if the exchange reactionis allowed to take place. Adoptingthe

approach mentionedhere we ardve at certain values of mean mole and mass

fractions. Once the target size, liquid layer thicknessand the mean mole and

massfractionsare determined,the averagepropertiesof the liquidandthe vapor

phasescan be determined.

The assumptionthat the externaltemperaturegradientscan be imposed

on the outsideof the heliumregionat about3 to 5 timesthe target radiuscan be

seen to be validfromthe curvesof Figures4.1 - 4.9. The isothermsinthe outer

regionsof the heliumenvelopeare virtuallyhorizontalas seen in Figures4.1,4.2,

and 4.3 forthe D2, H-D and D-T targets, respectively. Inthe outer regionsof the

heliumenvelopethe vertical center-linetemperatureprofilesas shownin Figures

4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 are nearlylinear. Since the verticalcenter-lineistaken at e = o,

the temperaturecan be seen to decrease in Figure4.4 forthe D2 target, whilethe

temperature increasesfor the H-D and D-T targets as seen in Figures4.5 and

4.6. This is due to the fact that the temperature gradient across a D2 target

necessary to form a uniform liquid layer is negative while the temperature

gradientacrossthe H-D or D-T targetnecessary to forma uniformliquidlayer is

requiredto be positive. It shouldbe noted that in Figures4.4 - 4.6 the vertical

axes fortemperatureare truncated.

Inthe outer regionsof the heliumenvelopethe verticalcenter-lineenergy

fluxesas shownin Figures4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 are nearlyflat. Whenthe thermal
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gradients in the outer regionsare linear, the energy flux will be constant;the

near-flatnessof the curvesof the energy flux at the verticalcenter-lineat large

radiiclearlyindicatesthat the temperaturegradientsare almostlinearinthe outer

regionsof the heliumenvelope. Since the vertical center-line is taken at 8 -- 0,

the energy fluxcan be seen to be positivein Figure4.7 for the D2 target, while

the energy flux is negativefor the H-D and D-T targets as seen in Figures4.8

and 4.9. The fact that the top of the 132target is cooler means that the heat flux

in the radial directionat the top of the target is outwardand removesthe latent

heat of phase transformationdepositedwhere the vaporcondenses. Since the

top of the H-D and D-T targets are warmer,the heat flux inthe radialdirectionat

the top of the target is inward.

4.3 NumericalMesh

The finitedifferencemesh has about 45 radial nodes in the vapor, about

13 to 17 radial nodes in the liquid,about 13 to 26 radial nodes in the shell and

about 50 radial nodes in the heliumregion. The mesh has between 45 and 60

nodesinthe angulardirection. The meshsize inthe angulardirectionis uniform;

the radial mesh sizes in the vapor and helium regionsare varied in geometric

progression.

4.4 Parametersof Iteration

The relaxationparameters,O),or,and the convergencecriterion,DEVI, for

the 200-pro diameter D2 target at an average target temperature of 24 K are

shown in Table 4.1 Table 4.2 showsthe relaxation parameters, (O,or,and the

convergence criterion,DEVI, for the 600-pro diameter binary H-D target at an
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average target temperatureof 22 K. Table 4.3 showsthe relaxationparameters,

(Osor,and the convergencecriterion,DEVI, for the 600_m diameterternary H-D

target at an average target temperature of 22 K, while Table 4.4 shows the

relaxationparameters,(Osor,and the convergencecriterion,DEVI, forthe 600-1Jm

diameter binary D-T target at an averagetarget temperatureof 22 K.

The relaxationparametersshouldbe made as large as possible,but less

than one, withoutcausingthe numericalschemeto diverge. It can be notedthat

the relaxationparametersfor the energyequationfor the heliumregion and for

the SGS are larger than the relaxationparametersfor the energy equationforthe

liquidandthe vapor. The energyequationfor the heliumregionand the SGS do

not contain convectionterms and the correspondingrelaxationparameterscan,

in general, be larger than the relaxationparametersfor the energyequation for

the liquidand the vapor. It should be notedthat for differenttarget parameters,

such as differenttarget temperature, liquidlayer thicknessor target size, these

relaxationparametersmay changeandare notknowna pdori.

..... O_r DEVI

energyequation in helium 0.275 5(-8)
in SGS 0.275

in liquid 0.125

in vapor 0.125 i

vorticity equation in liquid 0.675 1(-8)

invapor 0.775 1(-8)

streamfunctionequation in liquid 0.675 1(-9)

invapor 0.775 1(-8)

Table 4.1 Relaxation parameters and convergence cdteda used for the D2
target. The targethas a 200-p.mdiameter SGS, a 8.35-1_mwall, a
133 atm room-temperature fill pressure and an average
temperatureof 24 K.
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i ,,

O_r DEVI
energyequation in helium 0.325 1(-8)

inSGS 0.325

in liquid 0.250

invapor 0.250
vorticityequation in liquid 0.425 1(-8)

...... invapor 0.425 1(-8)
streamfunctionequation in liquid 0.425 1(-9)

invapor 0.425 !('8)
mass-diffusion-convectionequation in liquid 0.425 1(-9)

(component1) invapor 0.425 1(-8)

Table 4.2 Relaxationparametersand convergencecriteriausedfor the binary
H-D target. The target has a 600-p.m diameter SGS, a 6.25-1zm
wall, a 75 atm room-temperature fill pressure and an average
temperatureof 22 K.

(Owr DEVI

energyequation in helium 0.325 1(-8)
inSGS 0.325

in liquid 0.250

invapor 0.250i i i i i

vorticity equation in liquid 0.425 1(-8)

invapor 0.425 1(-8)

streamfunctionequation in liquid 0.425 1(-9)

in vapor ...... 0.425 1(-8)

mass-diffusion-convectionequation in liquid 0.425 1(-9)

(component I andcomponent2) in vapor 0.425 1(-8)

Table 4.3 Relaxation parameters and convergence criteda used for the
ternaryH-D target. The target has a 600-WndiameterSGS, a 6.25-

p,mwall, a 75 atm room-temperaturefill pressureand an average
temperatureof 22 K.
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¢Owr DEVI

energyequation in helium 0.325 1(-8)
in SGS 0.325

in liquid 0.250

in vapor 0.250
vorticityequation in liquid 0.425 1(-8)

invapor 0.425 1(-8)
stream functionequation inliquid 0.425 1(-9)

.... invapor 0.425 1(-8)
mass diffusion-convectionequation in liquid 0.425 1(-9)

(component1) .... invapor 0.425 1(-8)

Table 4.4 Relaxationparametersandconvergencecdteriaused forthe binary
D-T target. The target has a 600-1_mdiameter SGS, a 6.25-1zm
wall, a 75 atm room-temperature fill pressure and an average
temperatureof 22 K.

4.5 Resultsfor 132Target

Usinghydrogendata compiledby P.C. Souers,41the verticaltemperature

gradient acrossthe target that producesa uniformliquid layer was calculated.

Figure 4.10 showsthe experimentaltemperaturegradient, taken from Ref. 59,

acrossthe target necessaryto forma uniformliquidlayerand theoreticalvalues

of the temperaturegradient,predictedfromModel II in Ref. 35, acrossthe target

necessary to form a uniformliquidlayer. Figure4.10 also showsthe predicted

valuesof the temperaturegradientacrossthe target fromthe currentmodel. One

notes that the theoretical data obtained from the present model are in

concurrence with the experimental data and earlier theoretical values. The

predictionsof the present model are in betteragreement with the experimental
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Figure 4.10 Thermal gradientacrossthe target necessaryto create a uniform
liquidlayer inthe 200-1_mdiameter D2target. The thermal gradient
is plotted as a function of average target temperature. The
experimentalvalueswere taken from Ref. 59. The solidline is the
theoreticalpredictionfrom Model II, Ref. 35.
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data than those of the earlier model. A plot of the far-field linear temperature

gradients predicted by the present model that are required for uniform liquid

layers versus the average target temperature is shown in Figure 4.11. The

shape of the theoretical curve for the far-field temperature gradient from the

present model is similarto the experimental and theoretical curves found in

Figure4.10.

A uniformliquid layer can be created in a single-componentsystem by

makingthe top of the targetcolder than the bottom. This negativetemperature

gradient producesa surface-tensiongradientwhichdraws liquid upward. This

upward motion of fuel is aided by liquid evaporating from the bottom and

condensingat the topof the target. As it tums out,this latter effect is muchmore

dominantthan the motionof fuel inducedby the surface-tensiongradient. As the

target becomes colder, more hydrogencondensesand the weight of the liquid

increases. To counteract the increased downward fluid flows from the liquid

weight gain, a larger temperature gradient is required to provide more mass

transferand a larger surface-tensiongradient. This explainswhythe magnitude

of the temperaturegradientnecessaryfor a uniformliquidlayer increasesas the

averagetemperatureof a D2 target decreasesfrom32 K to 24 K.

The reasona smallertemperaturegradientis needed when a D2target is

cooled below 24 K, however,is lessreadilyapparent. When a target is cooled,

the increase in liquidthicknesslevelsoff. This is because the target is a closed

system,and whenthe temperatureapproachesthe fuers tdple point,virtuallyall

of the fuel has already been liquefied; therefore, there is little change in liquid

thicknessnear the triple point as shown in Figure 4.12. Also, surface tension

steadily increases when temperature is being lowered,but there is a sharp
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Figure4.11 Thermalgradientoutsidethe heliumregionrequiredto form a
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gradientisplottedasa functionofaveragetargettemperature.
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increasein surfacetensionversusliquidvolumewhen a target'sliquidthickness

limit is approached,which can be seen in Figure 4.13(a). A similarcondition

existsfor liquidviscosity,shownin Figure4.13(b). It is believedthat thissudden

increasein surface tensionand viscosityas comparedto the negligibleincrease

in liquidthicknessis responsibleforthe smallertemperaturegradientrequirement

nearthe fuel'striplepoint.

The fact that the top of the D2 target is cooler means that the heat flux in

the radialdirectionat the topof the target is outwardand removesthe latentheat

of phase transformationdeposited where the vapor condenses. The heat of

evaporationat the bottom of the target is furnishedby the inward flowingradial

heat flux. The magnitudeof thetemperaturegradientat the vapor-liquidinterface

is small, approximately-0.162 K/cm, as shownin Figure4.14. The temperature

difference across the vapor-liquid interface is smaller than the temperature

differenceacrossthe target, vrhichis a few p.maway, because of the large heats

of transformationbrought about by interface mass transfer. The temperature-

inducedsurface-tensiongradientsare small because of the very smallvariation

of temperaturealongthe vapor-liquidinterface. The flow fieldinsidethe D2target

is illustratedin Figures4.15(a), (b) and (c) whichclearly showthe unidirectional

flow of vapor because of the small temperature-induced surface-tension

gradients. It shouldbe notedthat the horizontal axis (nondimensionalradius)

and the verticalaxis (velocity)in Figures4.15(b) and (c) are notthe same. The

vertical axis (velocity) in Figure 4.15(b) is expanded to show the details of the

velocity profile in the vapor. The horizontalaxis (nondimensional radius) in

Figure4.15(c) is alsoexpandedto showdetailsof the velocityprofilein the liquid.
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4.6 Resultsfor Hydrogen-DeuteriumTarget

It has been shown35 that the two major forces that are responsiblefor

bringingabout a uniformliquid layer inside an ICF target are the liquid-vapor

interfacialtensiongradientand the saturatedvapor pressuredifference. For a

single-component,two-phasesystem,the liquid-vaporinterfacialtensionand the

saturatedvapor pressureare functionsof temperatureonly. However,according

to the phase rule,43all of the thermodynamicquantitiesincludingthese two will

no longerbe a singlefunction of temperaturefor a multicomponent,multiphase

system. For instance,for a binarysystemhavingtwo phases,the quantitieswill

be a functionof temperatureand the mixtureratio of the two componentsin the

system.

A change in the mixtureratio inthe liquidlayer willhave an effect on the

total liquid-vaporinterfacialtension. The interfacialtensionsof pure hydrogen

and puredeuteriumare bothdecreasingfunctionsof temperature. However,at a

given temperaturethe interfacialtensionof deuteriumis, in general, higher than

that of hydrogen. Becauseof the phase rule, the overall liquid-vaporinterfacial

tension is now a functionof not onlythe temperaturebutalso the mixture ratio.

Hence, if the enrichment of deuterium near the bottom of the target is high

enough, the total interfacialtension near the bottom will become higher even

when the bottomof the target is keptwarmerthan the top. If this is so, the total

interfacialtensiongradientwillpointdownwardand worktogetherwith gravityin

movingthe liquid downward. The configurationof the liquid layer, therefore,

depends on the competition between the mass flow rate brought by the

evaporationandcondensationandthatbroughtby the interfacialtensiongradient

plusthe gravity. If the enrichmentof deuteriumnear the bottom is low, the total

interfacialtensiongradientwillpointupward.
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When the top of the heliumenvelopeis coolerthan the bottom,the

externallinearthermalgradientthatachievesa uniformliquidlayeris denotedas

negative,sinceteml)eraturedecreasesinthe assumedpositivez-direction.A

uniformliquidlayerinsidethecryogenicmulticomponenttargetisobtainedwhen

the top of the target is keptwarmerthanits bottom,i.e., the externallinear

thermalgradientisrequiredtobe positive.

Theexperimentaldatasoandthetheoreticalvaluesoftheseexternallinear

thermalgradientsare shownin Figure4.16 forthe 600-1_mdiametertargetwith

6.25-1J_'nwallthickness,filledwith75 armof 50%-50%mixtureof H2and D2at

roomtemperature.One cannotethatthe numericalresultsfor the H-D target

agreewellwiththeexperimentaldata. Apreliminaryanalysisofthe requiredfar-

fieldthermalgradientsthatwillgive riseto uniformliquidH-D layersinsidethe

sameICFtargetwiththe H-D mixturetreatedasa ternarymixtureof H2, D2, and

HD is also shown in Figure 4.16. There is very littledifferencebetweenthe

resultsobtainedfromthebinaryandternarymixturetreatmentsofthe H-D liquid.

It isthereforeconcludedthat resultsobtainedassuminga binarymixturecan be

reliablyused, removingmuchof the complexityand computationalexpense

involvedwithassuminga ternarymixture.

In the multicomponentsystemof the H-D fluidinsidethe !CF target,the

surface-tensiongradientsplay a vital rolein formingthe uniformliquidlayers.

The surfacetension,beinga thermodynamicquantity,is a functionof the local

temperatureandconcentration.Thesurfacetensiondecreaseswithtemperature

butincreaseswiththeconcentrationof thelessvolatilecomponent,namely,D2,

in thecase of a H-D mixture. The variationof surfacetensionbecauseof the

concentrationof the lessvolatilecomponentis largerin magnitudethan the
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variation of surface tension with temperature for multicomponentliquidlayers

inside the ICF target. The imposed positive extemal temperature gradient

inducessurface-tensiongradientsat the vapor-liquidinterface suchthat the sum

of the temperature-inducedandconcentration-inducedsurface-tensiongradients

at the vapor-liquidinterfaceare negative,i.e., the surfacetensionis largerat the

top than at the bottom of the vapor-liquidinterface. The upward increasing

surface tensions draw the liquid in the direction opposite to that of gravity,

resultingin a recirculatoryflow in the liquidand vapor. The required surface-

tension gradients are dominated by component separation,because the more

volatile component, hydrogen,tends to accumulate on the cold side since its

vapor pressureis higherthan that of deuterium.

The angular variationof the surface-tensiongradients in the binary H-D

mixtureis illustratedin Figure4.17. The temperature-inducedand concentration-

induced surface-tension gradients and the total surface-tension gradients are

plotted individually.The surface-tensiongradientvalues are in nondimensional

form, and the dimensionalvalues in dyn/cm can be obtainedby multiplyingthe

axisvaluesby a / (l_t) withthe valuesof the three individualconstantstaken in

cgs units.

The flow field in the binary system of the H-D target at the mean target

temperatureof 22 K is shownin Figures4.18(a). b) and (c). The velocityprofile

at the mid-planeof the target is also shownat the bottom. Circularflowpatterns

prevail for both the vapor and liquidphases. This showsthat the fluidflowsare

dominatedby the liquid-vaporinterfacialtensiongradient. It shouldbe notedthat

the horizontalaxis (nondimensionalradius) and the vertical axis (velocity) in

Figures 4.18(b) and (c) are not the same. The vertical axis (velocity) in
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Figure4.18(b) is expandedto showthe detailsof the velocityprofilein the vapor.

The horizontalaxis (nondimensionalradius)in Figure4.18(c) isalso expandedto

showdetailsof the velocityprofileinthe liquid.

The mass fraction variation of H2 is illustratedin Figure 4.19 This plot

showsthat the liquidlayer near the top of the target is enrichedwith deuterium

andthusthe directionof the overallinterfacialtensiongradientpointsupwardand

acts against gravity to bring about a uniformliquid layer. One notes that the

deviationof the liquidand vapormass fractionsfromthe meanvalues is small.

4.7 ResultsforDeuterium-TritiumTarget

Within the limitationsposed by the uncertaintiesin _thethermophysical

propertiesof the hydrogenisotopesand bythe neglectof the effect of beta-decay

of tritium,an analysisof the requiredfar-fieldthermalgradientthat willgive riseto

uniformliquidD-T layersinsidea sphericalshell ICF target has been cardedout

withthe D-T mixturetreated as a binarymixtureof D2 andT2, and the resultsare

shown in Figure 4.20 for a 600-1zmdiametertarget with 6.25-1zmwall thickness,

filledwith75 atm of 50%-50% mixtureof D2andT2 at roomtemperature. These

resultsindicatethat the thermalgradients needed to supportuniformliquidD-T

layersinside a spherical ICF target are comparableto those for H-D layers. A

preliminaryanalysis indicatesthat the effectof beta-decay heatingof tritiumwill

be a minoreffect for targets containingliquidfuel layers thinner than 500 p,m;

however, detailed theoreticalanalysisand experimentaldata willbe needed for

conclusiveverification.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

A numericalmodelhas been developedto describethe thermallyinduced

behavior of a liquid layer of hydrogen isotopes inside a spherical Inertial

Confinement Fusion (ICF) target and to calculate the far-field temperature

gradient which will sustain a uniformliquid layer. This method is much faster

than the trial-and-error method previously employed.3s The effects of the

surface-tensiongradientsand the interfacialmasstransferin the formationof the

uniformliquidlayersof pure-componentand multicomponentfuel mixtureshave

been studied. The presentworkis summarizedand concludedas follows.

(1) Using the theoreticalmodel, the values of the externallyapplied thermal

gradients that give rise to uniform liquid layers of hydrogen inside a

cryogenic spherical-shell ICF target are calculated, and the results

comparedwiththe existingexperimentaldata. The resultsfromthismodel

are in good agreement with the experimentally measured far-field

temperaturegradients for the formationof uniformlayers inside targets

filled, respectively, with pure-componentD2 and with a H-D mixture.

Calculationshavealso been donefortargetsfilledwitha D-T mixture.

(2) Behavior of liquid hydrogenisotopes inside a spherical-shelltarget has

been analyzed. The behaviorof a single-componentliquidhydrogen(D2_

insidean ICF target,when subjectedto a temperaturegradient,isdifferent

from that of a multicomponentliquid hydrogen(H-D or D-T) due to the

effectsof componentseparation.

(3a) A uniform liquidlayer can be created in a single-componentsystem by

making the top of the target colder than the bottom. This negat!ve
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temperature gradient producesa surface-tensiongradient which draws

liquidupward. This upwqrdmotionof fuel is aided by liquidevaporating

from the bottomand condensingat the top of the target. As it turns out,

this lattereffect is muchmoredominantthan the motionof fuel inducedby

the surface-tensiongradient.

(3b) In the multicomponentsystem ot the H-D fluid insidethe ICF target, the

surface-tension gradients play a vital role in forming the uniform liquid

layers. A uniform liquidlayer insidethe cryogenicmulticomponenttarget

is obtainedwhenthe top of the target is keptwarmerthan its bottom,i.e.,

the externallinearthermalgradientis requiredto be positive.

(4) The methodof flow field generationusing the vorticityderivativesin the

liquidregionhas been successfulsincethe gravityand pressureterms are

the dominant factorsthat generate the vorticityfield and also since the

convectionterms inthe vorticityderivativeof the liquidare small.

There are two major disadvantagesassociated with the present code.

They can be summarizedas follows:

(1) Calculationof the pure-componentICF target requireseight (8) separate

relaxation parameters; four for the temperature equations in the four

regions; two forthe vorticityequationsin the liquidandvapor regions;and

two for the stream function equations in the liquid and vapor regions.

Calculationof the multicomponentICF target requiresten (10) relaxation

parametersfor the binary mixtureand twelve (12) forthe ternary mixture;

the additionalrelaxationparametersarise fromthe calculationof the mass

diffusion-convectionequations in the liquid and vapor regions. The

optimumvalues for the different relaxation parametersare not known a
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priori. Sincethe governingequationsare coupledand nonlinear,changing

one relaxationparameteraffectsthe convergenceof otherequations.

(2) The thermalgradientsthat give riseto uniformliquidlayersthickerthan20

Izmare difficultto compute becauseof the cosine approximationsmade in

the selection of the trial set of parameters at the vapor-liquidinterface

whichare validonlyfor smallReynoldsnumberflows. Abovea liquidlayer

thickness of 20 Izm, the necessary liquid and vapor momentum fields

exhibit high Reynolds numbers and higher-ordervariations in the field

variables so that the simple cosine approximationsto the trial set of

parametersat the vapor-liquidinterfacewillno longerbe sufficient.

Some areas of research which deserve further investigationhave been

disclosedthroughoutthisthesis, namely:

(1) The originof the instabilitiesforconservativeenergy equation.

(2) The use of higher-orderupwind methods,so which produce lower-order

truncationerrors andstablesolutions.
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF ENERGY EQUATION

The derivationof the energy equation can be found in Ref. 38 and is

includedhere for ease of reference.

The steady-stateenergyequationcan be derivedas the divergenceof the

energy fluxequated to zero. The energyfluxi is definedas

3

i=-kVT. _' _1_. , (A.1)
i,,1

By substitutingthe definitionof massflux 6_,for the ternary system, the

energyfluxcan be writtenas

'I ' 1_=-k_71"+__._11_(o,p_-p_DkVO)k-DTVtnT. (A.2)k-1

As the divergence of the energy flux is zero in steady state, usingEq. (A.1) one

can showthat

$ $

V'._ =0 = -kV=T. __dh(9.n,)+ __.n,._'h,. (A.3)
k=l i,,1

The second term in the above equation can be eliminated because the

divergenceof mass flux is also zero in steady state. Then, with the help of the

definitionof massfluxand notingthat

_'h = c_V'l", (A.4)
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it can be shownthat the divergenceof the energy fluxequatedto zero reducesto

0 =-kV'T+ (o,c, _•9T - p_;'_ca_".DkVo_•9T- ___.c_:)_(VtnT) •_71".(A.5)
I"1 k=1 181

Then, by defining the average specific heat as the mass-fraction-weighted

average of the component specific heats, it can be shown that the energy

equationforthe ternarysystemis

pEpS.VT= kV=T.p__.,_ D=,c_Vo)I,.V'I". c_O, VT.v'r. (A.6)
I..I k'1

The energy equationfor the binary and the unary systems can be obtainedas

specialcasesof the aboveequation.
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF MASS DIFFUSION-CONVECTION EQUATION

The derivationof the mass difffusion-convectionequationcan be found in

Ref. 38 and is includedhere for ease of reference.

The steady-statemassdiffusion-convectionequationcan be shownto be

the divergenceof the mass fluxset to zero. By assumingthe Onsager formfor

the diffusionflux,the massflux ina temarysystemcan be wdttenas

2

= (o_o_-p_D=V(ok - D_VlnT (B.1)
k=l

where the first term is the convectionflux, the second term is the diffusionflux,

and the thirdterm is the fluxdue to thermaldiffusion.

In steady state

V. fi,= 0. (B.2)

By takingthe divergenceof the massfluxEq. (B.1) one can showthat

2

V. ((o_o_)= p_.._V.(D=_'(ok)+ V. (D_WnT). (B.3)
k-1

By using the equationof continuityand the assumptionof incompressibilityone

can simplifythe convectiontermsandshowthat

p_.V_ = p_D,V"(_ +D_V. V'I" . (B.4)
k-1
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Then it followsthat

' I. 1p_.Vo),=pT_.,Du,V'o)k+DT VPI"-._-.V'I'.V'I" . (B.5)k,,,1

This equationof the temarysystemreducesto the correspondingequation

of the binary system if one considers only one equation and drops the first

Laplacianterm fromthe right-handside.
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APPENDIX C

DERIVATION OF THE VORTICITY EQUATION

The Navier-Stokesequationfor a fluidof constantdensityandviscosityis

(_.v)o--vP+_,v'_+O. (c.1)
P

Replacing the nonlinear term by its equivalent form given by the vector identities,

this vector equation becomes

P

The vorticityequationis obtainedby taking the curl of the above equation and

notingthatthe curlof the gradientof any scalaris zero. Hence

v_(_x_)=_v,_ (c.3)

Usingvectoridentities,the left-handside may be expandedto give

v_(_x_)=_(_._)-(_.v)_+(_.v)_. (c.,)

However, V.r, = O, since the divergence of the curl of any vector is zero and

V. _ = 0 from the continuityequation. Therefore, the vorticitytransportequation

becomes

(_v_=(_v)_+,v,_. (cs)
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The LHS of Eq. (C.5) can be expandedto give

( la; Ylr(_.v)_=(u+,+v+.)._r+,+r.m,,Llt_;+.]. (C.+>

Carryingoutthe indicatedoperationsyields

(+.v)_=u ,v;+j,, <c.7)
or

(+.v)_= , ..... _ , . 1c.8)r ;)e _'_ r +"

The firstterm on the RHS of Eq. (C.5) can be expandedto give

•V _ = _,). rsine _e+ u6,+ve.. (C.9)

Again,carryingoutthe indicatedoperationsgives

(_,.V)+ = rsineU_'__ + rs'_ev_'_c_ (C.I O)

or

<c.,,,
From the continuity equation,
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18( r2u)* 1 8(sinev,)=O, (C.12)
r= 8r rsine

whichcanbe rewrittenas

r rtane= _ r_ + " (C.13)

CombiningEqs.(C.11)and(C.13)gives

__8u 18v u_ (c 4)

Thesecondterm onthe RHSof Eq. (C.5)can be expandedas

t)V'_=r _' r=sine_' _ ,),) _-'_ 8r ,)jj"* (c.15)

or

_V=_ _j_o_=_2_r lo_r, 1 at, s_n _ (c.16)="_Sr=+ +F_ "_'+r=tane_e-r = =e *"

CombiningEqs.(C.8), (C.14)and(C.16)gives

l;)v_ _¢_U+_lSv'_ ___J 1_/ U_)68r r 80 -_,Sr r_JJ"* = 8"_'+r_ + *

+_)__+2a__ + 1_._ 1 s_n,e_)_,. (C17)P'80= r2tane_ r2
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The vorticityequationcan thenbe writtenas

_(U_l ) + ,m+ I mm Immm m II (CI 18)

ar r a6 -_+.z rar r=o_ r=tan+a6 r2sin2B r

By usingthe modifiedvorticity,definedas Q = r(;,this becomes

_)r+ =t_,-_--+p--- +- - ). (C.19)r _ _)e= r=tane_ dsin=e
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APPENDIX D

DERIVATION OF RADIALDERIVATIVE CONDITION ON
VORTIClTY

The radial derivativeof the vorticityincorporatesthe effect of body and

pressureforces in the flow field. This relationshipis dedved from the angular

momentumequation.

In the sphedcalcoordinatesystemthe momentumequationinthe angular

directionis given,consideringthatthe flowfieldhas azimuthalsymmetry,as

M vav uv laP t_ 2au v 1u_.+r_+--= + + V_v+ . (D.1)r -_" g* _ _ r=sTn'e

The modifieddefinitionof vorticitycan be wdttenas

O=<r-rN* " (D2.)

Differentiationof the abovedefinitionof vorticitygives

1;_ (_2V 2_v l a_._2U_
r a"r"=_,ar= + (D.3)rar r ar_,}"

The third term on the RHS of Eq. (D.1) can be eliminatedby taking the angular

derivativeofthe continuityequation

la(V.Q) =0. (D.4)r ae
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Thisgives

la2u 2au 1o_v I _v v (D.5)
r_"_'r=p'_+_'p "4 r2t_ne_ r=sin=e"

CombiningEqs.(D.3)andEq.(D.5)gives

r-_"laQ/°_v2_v+l_v_'+ + 1 o'N2_J+ v 1.= r_" P'_'_" r=tane_ P'_-r=sin=0 ' (D.6)

Notingthat

o_v 2av+l_v 1 _)v. (D.7)V=v=_-_'+r_" p'_'_'+ r2tane

wecancombineEqs.(D.6)andEq. (D.7)togive

o-N vo_v uv laP 1)_10_'1/ (D.8)u_;+:r_+T=-_;_ +°'+ r_" "

Rearrangingtermsyields

_ laP _ _I _ vi_V+Ur'/" (D.9)_-- =_.- * u *r_

In nondimensionalformthisbecomes

=a_.._Qa= _)P PaSqg*+ u + +--- . (D.10)
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APPENDIX E

FINITE DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATIONOF DERIVATIVES

The firststep in obtaininga numericalsolutionby a digitalcomputeris the

transformation of the partial differential equation into a form such that the

differentiationcan be performedby numericalcalculations. The derivativeof a

functionat a given pointcan be representedby finite-differenceapproximation

usinga Taylor sedes expansionof the function aboutthat point. Let f(x) be a

function that can be expanded in a Taylor sedes. Then, a Taylor series {

expansionof the functionsf(x+&x)andf(x-&x) aboutx as illustratedin Fig. E.1 is

givenas

f(x+ LLX)---f(x)+ (&x)f'(x) + (Z_= f,,(x) + _! s f,,(X) +... (E.1)

_! = - (&x)=f'(x)+... (E.2)f(x-Ax)=f(x)-(Ax)f'(x)+ f"(x) 3t

where primesdenotederivativeswithrespectto x.

To obtain expressions for the finite-difference form of the first-order

derivativef (x), Eqs. (E.1) and (E.2) are solvedfor f' (x) as

f'(x)=f(x+&x)-f(x)_I^,,_f//(x)-(&x)'f///(x)... (E.3)(_) = s

f' (x) = f(x)-(&x)f(x- &x)+ _ f' (x)- (&x)=6f'' (x)... (E.4)
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f(x)

r -i- -i
x-Ax x x+&x

FigureE.1 Nomenclaturefora Taylorseriesrepresentation.

AddingEqs. (E.3) and (E.4)gives

f'(x):f(x+Ax)-f(x-Ax)_(Ax)"f,,,(x)... (E.5)2(=) 6

From Eqs. (E.3) to (E.4) the following approximations can be written,

respectively,for the firstderivativeof a functionf(x) aboutthe pointx.

f/(x)=f(x+&x)-f(x)+O(&x) forwarddifference (E.6)(Ax)

f'(x) -'-f(x)- f(x- _X)
(&x) + O(&x) backwarddifference (E.7)

f'(x) = f(x+ &x)-f(x- &x)+ O[(&x)'] centraldifference (E.8)2(Ax)
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Here the notationO(Ax) is usedto showthat the errorinvolvedis of the orderof

Ax, or first-orderaccurate: similarlyO[(_x)2] is for the errorof the orderof (Ax)2,

or second-orderaccurate.

Finite-difference representations of the second-order derivative f"(x)

aboutthe pointx can be shownto be

f"(x)=f,(x)-2f(x+zLx)+f(x+2_x)+O(_,x)forwarddifference(E.9)(Ax)"

f"(x)=f(x-2Ax)-2f(x-ZLx)+f(x)+O(tLx)backwarddifference(E.10)(Ax)'

f'(x)= f(x-Ax)-2f(xl+ f(x+ _x) +O[(_x)'] centraldifference (E.11)(Ax)"

The central-difference representation is cecond-order accurate whereas the

forwardand backwarddifferencesare first-orderaccurate.
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APPENDIX F

DERIVATION OF FIRST DERIVATIVE AND SECOND
DERIVATIVE FOR UNEQUAL MESH SPACING

The numerical solutionof differentialequations consists essentially in

obtainingthe numerical values of the unknownat some nodal points, spaced

along the axis for ordinary differential equations, and the plane for two-

dimensional partial differentialequations. To obtain the nodal values of the

unknown, Q, the derivatives of Q appearing in the differential equation are

approximatedby a Taylorexpansion. Forequalmeshspacing,these expansions

can be foundin any numericalmethodsbook. For the unequalspacingused,the

numerical formulafor both the firstderivativeand the second derivativewill be

derived.

The Taylorseriesof y(x+&x)aboutx is givenby

y(x. &x)= y(x)+ (&x)y/(x)+ y"(x)+ y"(x)+...

- I_t_X_n

= _°_ t nlj y"(x) IF.l)

where y"(x) standsfor d_---_x. , y°(x) = y(x), and 01= 1.

Applying Eq. (F.1) with the symbols of Figure F.1, the Taylor series

expansionat Q(i+ &r) andat Q(i-&t) is

(Ar)'Q,, a:,,
Q_=Q'+(_)Q:+"_ ' 31 " + .. (F.2)
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and

(&t)' Q. (M)' Q:. +.... (F.3)Q,=Q,-(z_t)Q:._ , - 31

Qt Q_

\

t 1 r

Figure F.1 Unequalspacingof meshpoints.

MultiplyingEq. (F.2) by (&t)2 and Eq. (F.3) by (&r)2 and subtractingthe two

equationsgives

(_t)'Q,-(Ar)=Q, = {(Z_t)=-(Ar)=}Q,+{(_t)=(Ar)+(Ar)=(_t)}Q: ..... (F.4)

Ar and rearrangingterms gives,for the firstderivativeLetting13= _.

o:
= (l+13)&r " IF.5)

MultiplyingEq. (F.2) by (&t) and Eq. (F.3) by (&r) and addingthe two equations

gives
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Ar

Again, letting I_= _" andrearrangingtermsgives,forthe secondderivative

Q_,= 213{Q,-(1, p)Q,* I]Q,}. (F.7)
O,p)(Ar)'

If the nodal pointsare equallyspaced, 13,, 1, then these formulae reduceto the

usualcentral-differencescheme.
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APPENDIX G

GENERAL FORM OF A CONSERVATION LAW

The laws of fluiddynamicsare well establishedand can be formulatedin

manyequivalentways. For instance,they can be deducedfrom the observation

that the behaviorof a physicalsystem is completelydeterminedby conservation

laws. This correspondsto the statement that during the evolutionof a fluid a

certain numberof properties,suchas mass,generalizedmomentumand energy,

are "conserved." Not only are the basic properties of mass, momentum and

energy conserved during the whole process at all times but these three

conditionscompletelydeterminethe behaviorof the system. The onlyadditional

informationconcerns the specificationof the nature of the fluid (for example,

incompressiblefluid,perfectgas, viscousfluid,etc.).

The concept of conservation, as mentioned above, means that the

variationof a conserved (intensive)flow quantitywithina givenvolumeis due to

the net effect of someinternalsourcesand of the amountof the quantitywhichis

crossingthe boundarysurface. This amountis called the flux,and its expression

resultsfrom the mechanicaland thermodynamicalpropertiesof the fluid. The

sourcesattached to a given flow quantityare assumed to be knownfrom basic

studies. The fluxesand sourcesare, in general, dependent on the space-time

co-ordinatesas well as onthe fluidmotion.

The fluxes are generated from two contributions: one due to the

convective transportof the fluidand anotherdue to the molecular motion,which

is always present even when the fluid is at rest. The effect of the molecular

motion expresses the tendency of a fluid towards equilibriumand uniformity,

since differences in the intensity of the quantity being considered create a
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transfer in space so as to reduce the nonhomogeneity.This contributionto the

total flux is proportionalto the gradientof the correspondingquantity,since it has

to vanishfor a homogeneousdistributionandthereforeactsas a diffusiveeffect.

Let us considera scalarquantityper unitvolume U, acting in an arbitrary

volumeQ, fixed in space, boundedby a closedsurface S. The local intensityof

U varies through the effect of fluxes, which express the contributionsfrom the
,,e

surrounding points to the local value and throughsourcesQ. The fluxvector F

contains two components, a diffusivecontributionF:oand a convective part Pc.

The generalform of a conservationlaw is expressedin statingthat the variation

perunittimeof the quantityU withinthe volume_;

'UdQ (G.1)

shouldbe equal to the net contributionfrom the incomingfluxes through the

surfaceS, withthe surfaceelementvector dS pointingoutward

-_t.dS (G.2)

pluscontributionsfromthe sourcesof the quantityU.

These sources can be divided intovolume and surface sources, Qv and

Qs, and the totalcontributionis

SaQvdQ+ §s()s.dS (G.3)

Hencethe general formof the conservationequationfor the quantityU is
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or,withGauss'stheorem,forcontinuousfluxesandsurfacesources:

.1'o =roa,,+jo. (a.s)-_dQ +

This last form leads to the (_:fferentialform of the conservationlaw, since Eq.

(G.5) is writtenforan arbitraryvolume[1:

;)U
_+ ¢._"=Qv+¢'(_, (G.S)

An essentialaspectof the conservationlaw lies inthe observationthat the

internalvariationsof U, in the absence of volume sources,depend only on the

fluxcontributionthroughthe surfaceS and notthe fluxvalues insidethe volume

Q. Separatingthe fluxvectorinto its two components_c and _'o, a moreprecise
,.e

form of the equation can be obtained. The convective part of the fluxvector Fc,

attachedto the quantityU in a flowof velocity9, is the amountof U transported

withthe motion,and is givenby

Pc= 9U. (G.7)

The diffusiveflux isdefined as the contributionpresentin fluidsat rest,due to the

molecular,thermal agitation. It can be expressedby the generalized, gradient

law of Fick:
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(G.e)

where u is the quantity U per unit mass, i.e. U=pu, p is the specificmass of the

fluidand Ka diffusivttyconstant. Eq (G6) thenbecomes

This equationis the general form of a transportequationfor the quantityU=pu

and is in conservativeform. Observe that the diffusivityconstant K has unitsof

m2/sfor anyquantityU.

The law of massconservationis a generalstatementof kinematicnature,

that is, independent of the nature of the fluid or of the forces acting on it. It

expressesthe empiricalfact that, in a fluidsystem,mass cannot disappearfrom

the system norbe created. The quantityU is, inthiscase, the specificmass. No

diffusive flux exists for the mass transport, which means that mass can be

transportedonly throughconvection. Chemical reactionswillnotbe considered,

henceno sourceswillhave to be introduced. The generalconservationequation

then becomes

a dQ
_'j'nP +_;sP_'d_=0 (G.10)

and indifferentialform

-_+V.(p_)=0. (G.11)
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The differentialformof the generalconservationequationcan be writtenin

anotherway. If Eq. (G.I I) multipliedby u Is subtractedfrom the left-handsideof

Eq. (G.7) we obtain

au
p_, p_.Ou=0.(,_,Ou),Q,• 0._,. (G.12)

The difference between Eq. (G.7) and Eq. (G.12) lies inthe conservative

form of the equations. Equation (G.12) is not in conservation form and a

straightforwarddiscretizationwill generally not conserve the property u in the

numerical simulation. It is importantto note that this conservation property is

linkedto the convectiveterm.
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APPENDIX H

DERIVATION OF VELOCITIES FROM A CUBIC FIT ON STREAM
FUNCTION

The derivationof the velocitiesfrom a cubicfit on the stream functioncan

be found in Ref. 38 and is includedhere forease of reference.

In the followingthe expressionsfor the first and second derivatives of a

cubic polynomialfit on a functionon four equallyspaced points are derived. The

resultsare utilized in calculatingthe requiredvelocitiesand vorticitiesfrom the

streamfunctionfieldnearthe Iiquid-SGSInterface.

A third-order polynomial expansion of the generic variable Q can be

writtenas

Q = a,lls+ a2112+ as11+ a4. (H.1)

where _I is taken to be the radial position. To determine the four constantswe

need the values of the functionat four points. If the radialpositionat the liquid-

SGS interface is designatedas l and A_Ias the radialdistance between any two

adjacent nodes in the liquid, the following equations can be obtained by

substitutingthe relativeradialpositionsandthe correspondingfunctionvalues:

Q, = a_11s + a2&112+ as,_11+a,, (H.2)

Q,..,= 84, (H.3)

0_.2= -a_11 s + a2&112- as&t1+ a, (H.4)
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and

Q_.== -Ca,At1=+ 4a:A_12- 2asA11+ a 4. (H.5)

Here we have assumed that the lest radialposition(tl=0) is one node Interiorto

the iiquid-SGSInterface.

By solving the above system of four simultaneous equations, the

expressionsforthe constantsal, _, as,anda4can be shownto be

(-O,_s+30.,- 30_.,+a,)= (H.6)(sA_')

a, (3Q,.=- 6Q_.,. 3Q,)= (6A_,) ' (..7)

(Q_=- 6Q_.=+ 3Q_.,+ 2Q,)as = (H.8)
(sA_)

and

a, = Q,.,. (H.9)

Thenthe firstderivativesatthe fourradialpositionsare

(-2O,..s+ 9Q_,- 18Q_.,+ 11Q,)= 3a,&11=+ 2az&11+ a== . 6&q , (H.10)

io,_,_6o,_,.3o_.,.2o,)dQ =a== , (H.11)
_, 6&11
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(-2Q,4 - 3Q_.,+ 6Q,., - a,) (H.12)dQ = 3a,z_11_- 2aaA11+a, = 6A11|

and

-- 12a_11'- 4a,&_ + _ = (-11Q_.,+ 18Q_.,-9Q,., +20,) (H.13)s SAq

At the radial positioni, the Ilquid-$GS Interface,the secondderivativecan

be shownto be

_= 6a,&11+ 2a, ("Q_" + 4Q"2 - 5Q_.,+ 2Q,) (H.14)= ,s112 "

In a similarfashion,usingcubicfit onecan showthatthe secondderivativeat the

liquid-vaporinterfaceis

d=_._ (-Q_= *4Q_=-5Q,., *2Q,) (H.15)--- AI_I !

where nodei is on the liquld-vaporinterface Itself.

The formulaefor the firstderivativesare usedto calculate the tangential

velocitiesfrom the stream functionfield using the first radial derivativesof the

stream function at the nodes near the Iiquid-SGS interface. The second

derivativesare utilizedto check the vorticitiesusingthe stream function equation

at the liquid-vaporand Ik:luid-SGSinterfaces.
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APPENDIX I

DATA TABLES

For the sake of simplicityit is assumed that the ICF target is filled with a

equlmolarbinary hydrogenmixture(i.e., equimolarmixturecontainingH2and D2

or D2and 1"2)at certain pressureand temperature or equivalentlyat a certain

molar density of the binary mixture, which upon coolingto cryogeniccondition

turns into a ternary mixtureof equilibriumproportiontabulated in Ref. 41, and

showninthe tablesbelow.

Table 1.1 Mean compositionof the liquidand vaporof the binary H-D mixture
insidethe ICF target.

Mean MoleFraction " Mass Fraction
Temperature (K)i ii i i ii i i i

In Uquid In Vaopr In Uquid tn Vapor
H2 Ds H2 D2 H2 D2 H2 D2

20 0.389 0.449 0.620 0.233 0.254 0.587 0.475 0.357
22 0.36,3 0.448 0.558 0.264 0.235 0.581 0.413 0.389
24 ..... 0.316 0.471 0.478 0.309 0.200 0.597 0.338 0.437
26 0.266 0.504 0.399 0.362 0.164 0.622 0.269 0.489
28 0.213 0.549 0.318 0.427 0.128 0.658 0.204 0.549

, ....

Table 1.2 Mean compositionof the ,quid andvaporof the ternary H-D mixture
insidethe ICF target.
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Mean MoleFraction ..... Mass Fraction
Temperature_K) ,,,

- in Liquid In Vaol_.r in Liquid In Vapor
........ H2 D2 H2 u2 H2 D2 H2 D2

20 0.482 0.518 0.624 0.376 0.384 0.616 0.526 0.474
22 0.491 0.509 0.609 0.391 0.392 0.608 0.510 0.490
24 .0.479 0.521 0.580 0.420 0.380 0.620 0.480 0.520
26 0.471 0.529 0.558 0.442 0.372 0.628 01457 0.543
28 0.45i 0.549 0.527 0.472 0.354 0.646 01427 0.573,,

Table 1.3 Mean composition of the liquid and vaporof the binaryD-T mixture
insidethe ICF target.
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